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PROTECTING OUR SCOOTER HERITAGE

I
’m worried – I’d be lying if I said I wasn’t.

Classic Scooterist has always relied on

people’s nostalgic photographs as a sourc

of preserving scootering history. The 20th

century provided a rich heritage of sometimes

dog-eared images, preserved in photo albums,

or even lying undisturbed in a drawer. But fast

forward into the 21st century and virtually no-

one owns a traditional film camera – they’ve

been replaced by digital cameras and (even

worse) mobile phone images.

This is a major concern; nobody preserves

their photos in the same way anymore.

Okay, some might save them to a computer

hard drive – but what happens to them after

that? When a computer is replaced will

they be transferred, or get forgotten about

completely? None of us are getting any

younger, so what will happen to ‘Grand-dad’s

old out-of-date computer’ when we eventually

pass on to another world? Will ou kids and

grandkids bother to check a ‘wort less out-of-

date computer’ for pictures of something they

might not even have the slightest interest in?

It’s something we need to think about; the

very nature of our hobby is preserving scooter

heritage and in the future we need to make

sure that includes digital images as well.

Digital magazines could also end up in the

same predicament. An ld ‘paper’ magazine

has that ‘touchy-feely’ element of patina

which oozes history – you don’t get that with

anything digital. The same applies to all those

websites and Facebook pages that spring up

every other week. Yes t ey can deliver instant

news and video – but will all that still be

available in 10 or 20 years’ time

for reference...?
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STOP, POLICE!
Back in the day, I was asked to give a lad a lift into Clacton town centre. Riding

two-up with L-plates we got stopped. Fortunately my passenger had a full licence

on him, while I just got the habitual ‘seven-day producer’. The bloke I met that

day was Simon Heaven from Cirencester; I’m still mates with him to this day,

31 years later. Both of us still ride Lambrettas and the older we get, the

more we seem to enjoy it – although the body tends to hurt more now!

Stephen Holmes

GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
This Vespa Rally belonged to Rob Ross who rode with the Ace

of Spades scooter club. He sadly passed away recently.

God bless. FA Worthy

NICK BANKS
Here is a very grainy pic taken, I think,

from Scooter World of Nick Banks (or Nick

ppeed as we knew him) competing on the

VVespa 90SS I bought from him – note

the Lambretta fuel tank on back.

Kev Walsh

If so, email then email Mau at

mauspencer@classicscooterist.com or

send it to him at:

Classic Scooterist (BWWHH),

PO Box 99, Horncastle, Lincs LN9 6LZ.

DO YOU HAVE AN OLD

PICTURE TO SHARE?

ON THE ROAD
Skeggy-Torquay, road trip in 1980. From left: Kev

chap, Neil chap, Dave Welford, Wayne chap

and Welly. Photo by Nash – who must have

been in the next ield by the look of it!

Chris Welford

STEVIE INNOCENTI
Stevie hasn’t told us anything about this

picture, but it looks like they had a

great weekend, wherever they were.

WWW.CLASSICSCOOTERIST.COM4
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DO YOU HAVE A NOSTALGIC STORY TO TELL, OR AN OLD PICTURE TO SHARE?
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HAPPY DAYS
Scarborough, mid 70s.

Duncan R Kilbride

SOUTHEND ’78
This ‘top photo’ was taken by Ken from Wigan; it was

taken at Southend in 1978 – photo says it all

really – just before the Teddy Boys picnic (or

punch-up) at the Kursaal pub – halcyon days

indeed. Glen Atkins

ADRIAN FACEY
Not sure when and where this picture was taken? It was sent in by Adrian Facey

who asked us to give his Facebook site a mention – so here’s the mention

Adrian: www.facebook.com/OffTheClothBoff

OLD SKOOL LAMBRETTA
My Old Skool Lambretta with matching council house

and shed (where the scooter was built). Don’t have

the scooter any more – but I still have hair (lol)!

Rob Jesse

MMICK GAUNTLETT
My uncle Frank – south London, late 60s.

DEAN ORTON’S J125
Here’s a picture (left) of Dean Orton’s Indian

J125 – I think he had specially imported from

cooters India by Midland Scooter Centre

(possibly to do with the engine size, etc.

for passing tests back in mid-80s?

The next time I saw it was as a MOD

machine at Kesterield in late

Eighties.

Kev Walsh
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MY HEINKEL TOURIST

The 1964 colour slide shows my A1 model Tourist with the original front panel,

before it was replaced with an A2 panel.

To say it was the ‘Rolls-Royce of scooters’ is an understatement as it was

a really superb build with excellent road manners. Although it looks slightly

ponderous, it was actually very stable and fast and could leave other scooters

in the dust when required. I do wish I still had this scooter (anyone know its

whereabouts if it still exists?)

Also attached are two news cuttings from the Cambrian

Scoot, in which I competed with this machine (note the

entries from John and Norman Ronald). Alan Cooper

Here’s a black and white photo of the brown/beige Heinkel Tourist

I owned around the mid-60s. The picture shows the updated front

panel that replaced the original one due to ‘T-boning’ an errant

motorist who came out of a side road without slowing or stopping.

ROY HYDE
Roy has sent us three different nostalgic pics:

FAR LEFT: Throwback Thursday: The year is 1976 and I’m

growing my hair into a wedge – trendy soul-boy.

LEFT: At Southend with the Modrapheniacs – that’s me in

the yellow scarf.

ABOVE: Circa 1978: You can just see my jet 200

(HYC 391N) behind Jiffy’s pink GP.





‘Lammie Drive 3’ is on
Regular readers will recall our

past coverage on the escapades

of Siobhan Ellis on ‘Lammie

Drives 1 & 2’ – yep, once

more she intends riding stupid

distances for charity on an old

motorised Italian shopping trolley!

So what does she intend to do to

make things bigger and better this

time around? We’ll let her explain

in her own words...

Every time I do this it has to get

bigger and bolder. What could I

do this time? I’ve gone east-west,

and north-south. I could have

gone all the way around Australia

– but that’s predictable – it’s

‘Lammie Drive 3’ so what about,

three continents, three scooters

(one per continent), 3000km per

continent, three charities and

three months to do it in?

WHAT ARE THE TRIPS?
USA (July 2016): Phoenix,

Arizona, to Duluth, Minnesota.

UK (Aug 2016): South Wales to

John O’Groats to Land’s End to

South Wales, being run by Wildcat

Scooters.

Australia (Sep 2016): Sydney to

Perth, then the Mille (5800km

total).

THE SCOOTERS?
USA: Eibar 1968 NYPD Li 150

Special (Mugello 186, Ancillotti

exhaust, Varitronic).

UK: Eibar 1966 Golden Jet 200

(Mugello 225, Ancillotti exhaust,

Varitronic).

AUSTRALIA: Eibar 1973 Jet 200

(Targa Twin 250).

THE CHARITIES?
USA: The LCUSA’s own fund

‘LCUSaid’. The LCUSA will then

distribute the funds as they wish.

UK: Help for Heroes. We’ve been

accepted as an oficial event.

AUSTRALIA: MARI (Motorcycle

Accident Rehabilitation Initiative)

being run by St Vincent’s Hospital

in Sydney. This is an initiative to

get seriously hurt motorcyclists

back on their feet again, both

physically and in general life, by

providing what they need, such

as support, access to legal help,

visitors, etc. They are trying to

roll it out across Australia and

need funding to do so. This is

the only programme of its kind in

Australia.

COUNTRY PRIDE
Let’s make it a competition

between three nations – which is

going to raise the most amount of

money for their country?

HOW TO DONATE
To donate, there are three

different PayPal addresses.

UK: lammiedriveuk@outlook.com

USA: lammiedriveusa@outlook.

com

AUSTRALIA: siobhan@

lammiedrive.org.au

As usual, all the money I raise

will go to the charities.

THANKS &
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
I’d like to thank the following:

USA: Mike Anhalt who is building

the engine. Eric Lussier, 2nd

Avenue Scooters, who is building

the scooter (anyone who follows

me on Facebook can see what a

challenge that is).

UK: Wildcat Scooters for

organising the event. Antony

Beaumont (Buzzsolomoto) who

found and is building the scooter.

AUSTRALIA: Me, via Lambretta

Concessionaires, so far... but I’m

sure I’ll get help from others.

GLOBALLY: Tino Sacchi of

Lambretta.it, Woolworths Australia

(who I have my day job with), who

are enabling me to do this. Lastly,

all who help me raise money.

I’m in it for the fun, but let’s do

something great for others.

Siobhan

[Siobhan’s scooter exploits have

provided us with a lot of interest

over the years, so let’s help her

to raise a substantial amount of

money over the continents – and

it’s a case of national pride that

the UK raises the most. So come

on everybody put your hands in

your pockets]
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Zero 2 OutDry
gloves
£129.99

Knox Zero 2 OutDry gloves

are made from leather

with an OutDry waterproof

membrane bonded directly

to the inside.

The gloves feature 115g

Primaloft Gold insulation

and a Bemberg polyester

micro-fleece liner. There’s

also a TPR visor wipe on

the left thumb, for clearer

vision, and silicon prints

on the end of the first two

fingers, giving increased

grip on wet levers.

Info: 01900 825825 /

www.planet-knox.com

Lambretta chains

£ ask

VE (UK) has introduced a

new range of Lambretta

scooter chains. When

altering the gearing on a

Lambretta, by changing

either the front, rear (or

both) sprockets, the correct

length chain must be

used to allow the required

adjustments to be made

with the chain tensioner.

The new chains are

available in 80, 81, 82, and

83 link lengths to cover all

requirements on Series 1, 2,

and 3 Lambrettas.

Info: www.ve-uk.com

Lambretta Series
1/2 luggage box

75 euros

An innovative

design from

TD Customs,

and available

via the Scooter Centre

(Germany) priced at 75

euros, plus post and

packaging.

Info via www.scooter

centre.com/

Saturday May 7* is the date for the 2016 SIP Open

Day – but this year it has a special signiicance,

because it will also coincide with the grand opening

of the new SIP Shop and warehouse in Landsberg

(around 1km from the old premises).

Pizzas will be available from the wood-ired Ape,

and inside the new shop, the grand opening of the

Italian ‘Siperia’ café bar will also take place. A large

second-hand scooter/parts fair is planned, and a free

Dynojet will run throughout the day.

The Vespa Veterans Club of Germany (VCVD),

Oldtimerfreunde Munich and guests from Austria,

Italy, France and Switzerland are expected to attend

and SIP also intends to provide a warm welcome to

visitors who come on their scooters. A Vespa 400

club from Southern Bavaria is also planning to turn

up with some rare Piaggio cars from the 50s.

Music will be provided by DJ Leo Ernst (Atomic

Cafe Munich) who will be spinning rare soul on

vinyl. For those who enjoy a rideout, one has been

planned to downtown Landsberg, which will leave

around 3pm.

Visit www.sip-scootershop.com for more

information. A video from last year’s event can be

found at http://bit.ly/openday15video

[*In the event of bad weather, an alternative date of

Saturday, May 21, 2016 may be considered for the

event – please contact the organisers before making

a special journey.]

SIP GRAND OPENING

We very sadly report the

passing of scooter enthusiast

Martin Brench. Martin was

an inaugural member of the

VMSC, an organisation he

supported throughout his life,

serving on the committee for

many years, until recently.

Martin had an interest in all

things two-wheeled, having

been associated with the

Scott Motorcycle Club for

many years, but it was his

interest in scooters that most

will remember him for. He

amassed an excellent collection

of vintage scooters, many

extremely rare; he regularly

exhibited them at shows

throughout the UK.

Martin’s funeral took place on

Jan 4, 2016, at Countesthorpe

Crematorium, Leicestershire.

The family requested no lowers,

but that donations should

instead be made to ‘Loros’ (the

Leicestershire Hospice) as a

token of thanks for the support

and outstanding care they gave

to Martin.

On behalf of all our readers,

Classic Scooterist offers its

condolences to Martin’s family

and friends.

We strive to be as accurate as

possible, but in the whirlwind of a

journalist’s life, sometime errors

slip through. This leaves three

of us (no names, but you should

be able to work it out) being

relegated to the naughty corner.

So we humbly apologise for

the errors in last issue: the J

range article wrongly named

Andra Baldet as the pilot of ‘the

aqua Vespa’ (it was Georges

Monneret); a couple of pictures in

the ‘Scooter Mania!’ article were

captioned as being taken on the

Peel Hill Climb – they weren’t!

And lastly, a decimal points shift

produced misleading prices in our

‘Blast from the Past’ article.

Sorry for any confusion caused.

£69.99

Italian bike wear brand Tucano

Urbano has added two new

winter gloves to its 2015/2016

Autumn-Winter Collection. The

manufacturer says the Aviator

and Aviator Lady gloves are

constructed from 100% real

leather and include thick synthetic

fur lining, as well as extra-long

cuffs with reversible liner.

Also featured are hard ABS

inserts on knuckles and soft D3O

inserts on the palm. The 100%

water resistant gloves meet the

CE FprEN 13594:2014 safety

standards for bike gloves.

Info: www.tucanourbano.com /

info@tucanourbano.co.uk

Standing in the naughty corner…

Martin Brench 1938-2015

TU AVIATOR

GLOVES
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Jet Lady D30
Sympatex boots

£99.99

The new Jet Lady D30

Sympatex boots –

available in black/pink

– are fully CE certified,

and waterproof according

to the manufacturer. The

main external material

is cow leather, with D30

protectors on the malleolus

and reinforcements on the

toes and heel. The soles

are anti-slip and anti-torsion

and the flap over the laces

prevents them being caught

in moving parts.

Info: www.furygan.com

£119.99

Reviewer: Mikko Nieminen

These straight cut jeans from

Furygan have the real denim look,

but under the surface there’s

clever stuff like Kevlar lining and

D3O knee protectors.

What I like about these jeans

is that just looking at them you

could be excused for thinking that

these are just a regular pair of

fashionable denim jeans. There

are no visible pockets for knee

protectors, for example.

The main external material is

cotton to give you the old-school

denim jean look and feel. To add

strength, there is Kevlar lining on

the bum, hips, front of the thighs

and knees. Areas likely to be

exposed to abrasion in a potential

crash situation are reinforced

with triple or quadruple stitching

to avoid tearing. Ideally, I would

have liked to see the Kevlar lining

to cover the entire garment, but

the most vulnerable areas have

been covered.

On closer inspection, what

gives away the true nature of

these jeans is the adjustable D3O

protectors that you can notice

PRODUCT
REVIEW

FURYGAN JEAN 01
bulging slightly on the

knees. The protectors

can be moved up or

down with Velcro adjusters to get

them in the right place.

D3O protection is brilliant: it’s

lexible and ergonomic because

D3O materials are soft and

foamy in a relaxed state, but on

sudden impact they become hard

to absorb and disperse energy,

before instantly returning to their

lexible state. Don’t ask me how

it really works on a molecular

level, it just does.

I’ve worn the jeans even when

I haven’t been anywhere near my

bike – just to go to town. I take

the knee protectors out and hey

presto; they are a pair of perfectly

normal jeans.

Overall, a very pleasant pair of

jeans that works nicely both on

and off the bike.

Info: www.furygan.com

Lambretta ‘S’ Type register

Do you have an entry to

include in the ‘S’ Type Register

on the teamsequipe.com

website?

More entries are invited to

join in this exclusive record,

plus extra complementary

details in another page where

you can compare with other

‘S’ Types. We remind anyone

who has previously expressed

interest, but have not yet

sent data and images, to

email as below.

Updates to all existing

entries are welcome.

Please see the pages

‘Register’ and ‘Replicas’ for

existing entries from which you

will see that the information

required is registration number,

model, year, cc, type [original,

restored, replica], (certain

data is not shown for security

purposes.) location [town,

county], owner name, brief

description.

Please advise if any data

you provide needs withholding.

Recent image(s) will

enhance the entry.

Please send an email to

teamsequipe@virginmedia.com

or alan-cooper44@virginmedia.

com to include details as

above, or express your interest

in sending same within the

next few weeks.

£ ask

Pinasco has introduced four new

itments to its range of Flytech

ignition system for owners of the

Vespa Rally with Femsa ignition,

SS180, GS 150, and the GS

160. Features include a super

light rotor with internal steel

bulkhead which protects

magnets and stator in case

of crankshaft failure. Ballasts are

machined from solid metal, not

tubing, which have been balanced

and zinc plated. There is also

a high density nylon cooling fan

with an enhanced in proile

aimed at keeping the engine cool

and increasing air low by 20%

compared to a standard lywheel.

The die-cast aluminium stator

plate has a graduated scale to

allow easier ignition timing setting.

Info: www.ve-uk.com

Vespa ignition systems
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Vulk waterproof
shoes

£139.99

Vulk is an urban riding

shoe that incorporates a

full grain leather and suede

upper with a waterproof

membrane. According

to Alpinestars, the Vulk

Waterproof Shoe is

comfortable and optimised

for all weather conditions.

Leather covered zip allows

easy in and out. The shoes

also feature traditional

lacing system for convenient

and secure closure.

Inside, there’s combined

3D mesh lining and textile

lining for high levels of

breathability. Soft padding

has been integrated for

comfort and improved

fit. Integrated soft rear

accordion insert has been

included for greater comfort.

The shoe is CE certified

to CE 89/686/EEC – CAT 2.

Info: www.alpinestars.com

£89.99

The polyester jacket

features TEKTO CE four-

piece armour and a back

armour pocket, making it

upgradable to TEKTO CE

back protector.

Soft feel collar and cuffs

add to comfort. The jacket

boasts authentic orange

Spada lining and Spada

pop studs, as well as fixed

quilted lining and waterproof

and breathable membrane

Available in Olive Green

and Platinum in sizes: M-2XL.

Info: spadaclothing.co.uk

Air Force One
jacket

World’s largest stock of Italjet spares up for sale
Italjet UK Spares is closing down after 10 years of

supplying Italjet parts to over 60 countries across

the world. Owner Lewis Ashforth has issued the

following statement: “We’re currently in the transition

of moving from our shop premises in Clowne and

we will be temporarily trading from our warehouse

unit from March (Unit 23, Craggs Ind Park, Creswell,

Worksop, S80 4AJ).

ALL OF STOCK MUST GO!
“Yes over 200,000 Italjet parts must be sold! This

is the largest stock of Italjet parts in the world

covering three productions ranging from 1990-2008.

These original factory parts will never be available

again so when they’re gone… they’re gone!

Ongoing concern enquiries and trade bulk

orders welcome.

OTHER STOCK AVAILABLE AS WELL
“We also have some parts that it scooters from

Bajaj, Suzuki, Hyosung, Piaggio, Gilera, Yamaha,

Fym, CF Moto, Franco Morini and Chinese models.

Many universal parts available such as nuts, bolts,

ixings, washers, springs, circlips, O-rings, oil

seals, regulators, horns, relays, fuel pipe, tyres,

bearings etc... We will be having deals in store for

those customers wish to come and visit us while

stocks last!

THANK-YOU TO ALL OUR CUSTOMERS
“Over the years we have met and dealt with thousands

of good customers and friends and will be sad to

see things come to an end, but due to migration we

are unable to continue. We wish to thank all of our

customers and suppliers for their business over the

years and wish you the very best in the future.”

Lewis, Sam and all the staff at

Italjet UK Spares

Vespa GTS sidecar
Watsonian has been making

sidecars since 1912 and new for

2016 is the Zanzara, a version

of the lightweight Meteor sidecar,

designed to be itted to Vespa

GTS 250/300 scooters.

Zanzara is the Italian word for

mosquito, a reference to

the sidecar body, which was

originally based on the shape

of reserve fuel tanks from the

famous RAF Mosquito aircraft.

It also seemed an appropriate

name for a sidecar designed

to be itted to a ‘wasp’ (Vespa

means wasp in Italian).

Watsonian had to develop a

special chassis and sub-frame to

attach the sidecar to a scooter’s

pressed steel frame, and itted

it with a 12in Vespa front wheel

for balance. The mudguard is the

deeply valanced classic shape,

which irst appeared in 1955,

and the fold-down aero screen

completes the period appearance.

The seat tilts forward to provide

access to storage space behind.

It weighs around 65kg.

The Zanzara has a glass ibre

body shell, which is available

in a wide range of gel-coat

colours. A painting service is

available for customers who

want to colour-match the sidecar

to the machine. All sidecar

chassis are welded tubular

steel that is powder-coated and

hydraulic suspension is itted as

standard. Prices vary according to

speciication.

For more information call 01386

700907 or visit www.watsonian-

squire.com

COPPER DENIM
JEANS

£169.99

The Copper Denim is an

urban commuting jean that

fuses class-leading knee and

hip protection. The interior

features DuPont Kevlar fibre

reinforcement in seat, hip

and knee areas for abrasion,

and tear resistance in

impact critical areas.

Internal knee

compartment allows

adjustment of its CE-certified

knee protection to fit various

leg lengths. There are also

removable hip pad protectors

with Velcro attachments for

secure, safe fit.

Info: www.alpinestars.com
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A warm welcome awaits at Buzzsolomoto (Buzz far right) – note the Lambretta-Locomociones signage

in the background

BUZZSOLOMOTO
You can count on the ingers of one hand (not even including your thumb)
how many respected UK experts there are on Spanish scooters – and
Antony ‘Buzz’ Beaumont is one of them.

Talk to Buzz and you can feel his passion for

scooters – not just Spanish, but Italian as

well – which then ilters down to his fellow

staff members. A qualiied, experienced

mechanical/electrical engineer, motorcycle

mechanic and keen scooterist, Buzz started

importing scooters from Spain and Italy in the

mid-1990s. Initial overseas trips were gloriied

holidays, but things took a more serious

turn in February 2000, when Buzz was made

redundant. He took the plunge and invested

his redundancy into starting his own business

buying and selling scooters – Buzzsolomoto

had arrived! The name? Partly his nickname –

Buzz – with the rest coming from the Spanish

motor magazine, Solomoto (literally translated

as ‘only scooters’).

RAPID GROWTH
Being able to speak luent Spanish, Buzz was

able to converse with Spanish locals, inding

out more about the people, the country, and

their culture. Contacts and friendships slowly

built-up, and before long, people were sourcing

scooters for him. Initially, most were sold on

as complete bikes, with straighter ones being

restored; rougher ones got stripped down and

sold as parts.

Parts fairs and national rallies proved a

great place for selling and soon Adele (Buzz’s

wife) was recruited to help. Then additional

help arrived in the form of ‘Fig’, a fellow

scooter rider, who brought his organisational

skills in to the mix. The parts fair stall grew

rapidly; this was then supplemented by a

website, which enabled them to launch a mail

order service.

At this stage, the whole business was

still being run from home, but by now, space

was becoming an issue, so the decision

was made to look for more suitable

commercial premises.

Waiting for a new owner – a small

selection of available stock

The Spanish three-wheeler prototype

The Serveta Lince Elestart (note electric start unit on

right handlebar)

DEALER
SPOTLIGHT

MOVING ON
In 2006 Buzzsolomoto Classic Scooters

opened its doors for business in a small

unit in Halifax, West Yorkshire. The next few

years were spent building-up the business

and expanding their already loyal customer

base. This enabled them to open accounts

with new suppliers, giving them the ability to

source Vespa and Lambretta parts from

around the world.

Early 2012 saw the move into larger

premises, which effectively trebled their loor

space to 10,000 square feet, giving them the

much-needed space for a showroom, sales

counter and workshop. A fully integrated

e-commerce website followed which now runs

alongside their eBay store. They no longer

have the time needed to trade at parts fairs

and rallies (something they miss enormously.
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Want an ex-Spanish Post Ofice scooter – how many?Spanish Vespa GT anyone?

The Honda/Serveta connection

Sitting almost unnoticed in the warehouse is

this rare Spanish TV200 (you can just make out

the original metallic green colour on the front

of the frame)

“We’ll never forget where we started though,”

says Buzz; “We still go to some rallies – even

if it’s just propping up the bar”.

RARER THAN HEN’S TEETH
Buzzsolomoto import scooters from Spain and

Italy, even though stocks are slowly drying-up.

“This just makes it more of a challenge,” says

Buzz. This hasn’t stopped him uncovering

some rare and fascinating Spanish machines

– the term machines is a deliberately loose

one because one quirky machine residing

in the showroom is a rare one-off prototype

Spanish SX200 three-wheeler which was

displayed at a Spanish motorcycle show. The

idea behind the concept was to help boost the

Spanish company’s fortunes in the late 80s.

Three different concept/prototypes were built –

this Padadera-designed utility truck, the Amiga

scooter, and the Tron tricycle.

Rarity value doesn’t end there – as a trip into

the Buzzsolomoto workshop revealed; because

sitting there on the workbench, nearing the

last throes of restoration, is another rare

prototype – the electric-start Serveta Lince

200. Little info exists on the Elestart Lince;

the original proposal was to produce a 125cc

and a 150cc version which were scheduled for

release between 1984 and 1990. In the end,

it’s likely only two were ever made. The one

in the Spanish Vitoria Museum was produced

THE OTHER SPANISH PROTOTYPES

for the Spanish police; the one Buzz has was

supposedly scheduled to be scrapped, but

somehow survived. It has been used on the

road at some point; the chassis plate doesn’t

match the engine no, but it does match the

vehicle registration document. Originally white,

Buzz admits the wiring is a nightmare with

some wires leaving one end of the loom in

one colour and arriving in a different one. The

engine is Spanish SX200, but the electric-start

element works using a modiied Li crank and

mag lange – virtually impossible to replace.

A VISIT TO THE CAVERN
During my visit, I was privileged to be allowed

visit to the ‘cavern’ – the storage facility which

houses all the so-far-untouched machines

that have been imported from abroad. It’s an

Aladdin’s Cave just waiting to be explored.

Want a yellow ex-Spanish Post Ofice PX – how

many? What about a Serveta motorcycle?

I wasn’t aware how many different models

the factory made, or of their association with

Honda (who used Serveta to gain entry to the

Spanish market) – but Buzz knows (they’re a

major passion of his – and a subject we hope

to revisit in more detail at a later stage).

But the personal crowning glory of my visit

has to be something I’d never seen in the

lesh before – the almost-mythical Spanish

TV200, just sitting there waiting to be restored

in its original metallic green colour (200 were

produced in September 1966 – they all left

the factory on the same day, although their

inal specs varied). This has only added to the

confusion over their existence – made even

more confusing by the fact that some 150cc

scooter models produced around that same

time were sprayed in the same green paint.

POP-IN AND SEE THEM
If you’re in the area and need something for

your scooter, then pop-in to Buzzsolomoto

where you can also snatch a glimpse of some

of this wonderful machinery – plus other stuff

there isn’t room to mention. They can be

found at Unit 3, Chapeltown, Halifax HX1 5SR.

You can contact them via email (enquiries@

buzzsolomoto.co.uk) or phone (01422 385818).

Words/images: Mau

As well as the three-wheeler mentioned, two

other Spanish prototypes were considered to

save the factory’s fortunes...

ABOVE: The Tron 125 trike

LEFT: The Amiga 200 scooter
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RRP: £189

Reviewer: Mikko Nieminen

Usually when I review helmets

the irst thing I concentrate on

is what features they have, what

they are made of, that sort of

thing. But with the Jet Vintage

Mali 9 BM all that went out of the

window for the irst few minutes

as I just took in the visuals of this

lid. I know the design will divide

opinion, but I think it’s fantastic.

I love the bright, retro colours

and the abstract, cartoon-like

drawings.

On closer inspection the helmet

is not just a pretty thing, it also

boasts some impressive features.

The removable and washable

lining is nice and soft to touch

and compliments the good it of

the shell. The result is a helmet

that feels reassuringly snug and

comfortable.

The shell is made of three-

composite ibreglass material

(Dyneema-Carbon-Aramidic) and

Premier Jet Vintage Mali 9 BM

PRODUCT
REVIEW

epoxy resin. It feels irm and the

shape is pleasing. Some open-

face helmets feel like they sit on

the top of your head, but this one

covers a good stretch of the back

and sides of the neck.

The lack of air vents is

probably a conscious choice as

these vintage-style helmets don’t

tend to have them, and to be

honest at the time of writing it is

cool enough without any need for

any ventilation.

The only thing that I’m

not entirely happy with is

the internal lip-down visor.

It provides good protection

for the eyes and the slightly

tinted colour is ine, but

it’s quite stiff and takes

a bit too much concentration to

operate for my liking.

The chin strap is easy to

use, with its quick-release

mechanism, and the strap sits

nicely under the chin without

poking at your throat.

If you like the bright, retro looks

of this helmet, it’s deinitely worth

a try. It’s available in sizes XS-XL

and various graphics – in case

the Mali doesn’t do it for you.

Info: designerhelmets.com

Carnaby Scooters recently

celebrated the opening of its

new Thatcham store with a grand

opening ceremony. Despite

it being a cold day, the shop

and cafe were inundated by

scooterists keen to see the new,

much larger version of Carnaby

Scooters.

Founded in early 2013 in

Headley, the initial venture

concentrated on breathing life

back into vintage scooters,

something that owner Richard

Cooney was doing as a hobby

Carnaby Scooters opens a
new store in Thatcham

before turning his passion into a

business. Together with carrying

out some servicing and supplying

spare parts and accessories

Carnaby Scooters was born.

Carnaby Scooters now has a

range of scooters that includes

something for everyone from the

16-year-old on their irst 50cc, to

born-again Mods, to the weekday

commuters and the tourers

wanting to cruise across Europe

on a roaring 600cc maxi scooter.

A fully equipped workshop offers

servicing, repairs, parts, tyres

and accessories for all brands of

scooters and all warranty work is

carried out on site.

Carnaby Scooters can be found

at Units 4 & 5, 65-67 Bath Road,

Thatcham, West Berkshire

RG18 3BD.

Richard Cooney and partner Christel

on a Scomadi at the Carnaby Scooters

grand opening

Flake-O-Matic
1000 dry
metalflake gun

£69.99 (launch price)

Metalflake paint jobs are

notoriously challenging in

terms of time and materials;

in the past you’d add

metalflake to clear lacquer,

apply a coat, let it flash off,

apply another coat etc. until

you achieve the coverage

required. This could take

hours, if not days.

The Flake-O-Matic

changes the way you apply

metalflake. Simply apply

a wet coat of clear, take

the flake gun, set a light

pressure, and spray the

flake directly onto the wet

clear – you will achieve

almost 100% coverage in a

single application.

When you have as much

on as the clear can handle

– turn the flake off; then

turn the air pressure up and

blow the flake flat onto/

into the clear. This ensures

almost no flake protruding

through the clear. Because

your flake is flat, you’ll

use far less clear coat to

bury it. You’ll no longer

have metal flake residing/

contaminating your clear

coat gun for days, weeks

to come.

Info: www.custompaintshop.

co.uk or call 01833 650353.

Faco GTS screens

£ ask

Italian scooter accessory

manufacturer Faco has

introduced two new screens

for the Vespa GT/GTS range.

Both are supplied with all

fitting hardware. They are

manufactured from acrylic

and Faco claims they offer

excellent clarity, especially

at the screen’s edges. The

acrylic used is claimed to be

highly resistant to cracking.

Available in either a clear

or tinted finish, the screens

rise 7in above the headlamp.

Info: www.ve-uk.com
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HELEN STEENSEN
The Rakes, Epping Forest Lambretta Club

are sad to inform you of the death of

Helen Steensen.

Helen became a club member some 48

years ago; one year later Helen married

fellow Rake Colin. They have been happily

married for the last 47 years and were

both very active club members, attending

rallies and events. More recently Helen

has been club secretary and Colin

chairman.

Helen will be missed by all of us.

Christine Jackson

Rakes press and public

relations officer

TEAM SW VESTS
Hi Mau,

Just a quick email to say thanks to you and

your team for an excellent weekend. I loved

every moment of it. It was great to meet so

many lovely people and do what we all do best

and that is talk scooters.

A bit of an off-the-wall question, but if you

are chucking out this year’s marshals vests,

I would dearly like to put one in my museum

at home. I have hundreds of items, plus ive

Lambrettas in there, and I’m mad for anything

with the S Type wording/connection. I fully

understand if they aren’t available, but if you

don’t ask, you don’t get.

Steve Gray

Thanks for the comments Steve. Unfortunately

(for you that is) the Team SW vests have been

stashed away to be used at next year’s events.

Sorry. Mau

’59 GS150
Hi Mau,

Here’s a couple of photos of my 1959 GS150

VS5, original paint, Super double legshield

trim and Brevato wheel cover. I’m the second

owner from new; the scooter had been sitting

for years in the back of a shed until I got it.

New tyres, cables, rubbers, battery and a few

other odds and sods and she’s back on the

road again. Still in two minds as to whether to

restore it next year or enjoy it as it is?

Gixer

West Coast SC, Australia

THE ‘HAIRY CHAIR’ UPDATE

Hi Mau,

Love the latest edition of

Classic Scooterist and the

article about the Hairy

Chair. It mentions at the

end that it was bought by

a member of Widnes Saints

SC; this was Pete Barber or

‘Joe Koole’ as he was known

to everyone for his dress

code. He kept ‘The Chair’

on the road for a few years, only taking it

off to start the rebuild into ‘Hairy Chair 4’.

Sadly he got cancer around this time and

passed away not long after. Nobody seems

to know what happened to his scooters

and the ‘Hairy Chair’.

On to ‘Muff Diver’ (as we called Muff

Spencer). I knew him a bit from doing

the Tour of Wales, but I knew Nick Banks

better and I actually bought his Vespa

90SS fitted with a 125cc engine that he’d

used when competing in Road Trials, etc.

It was a dream to ride with Vespa 180

handlebars. A gearbox ratio that meant

you could go up the side of a house. It

boasted an under-engine skidplate (as used

by rally cars), a grab handle on the back of

the seat to manhandle it on rough terrain,

knobbly tyres (note little strap on toolbox

door to stop it getting lost). Also in the

picture is my Reliant van that I used for

many years to take the scooter on a trailer

to far-flung events.

The picture of me was

taken at the New Brighton

Gymkhana/Sporting Trial

put on by Brian Morgan

of the Wirral Vespa Club

(or some name like that).

It was to see me win my

one-and-only scooter sport

trophy as ‘Best Newcomer’,

competing against the likes

of Norrie Kerr, Bob Young,

Bob Roper and Luke Kitto. I competed a

couple times on it in the Tour of Wales

with memorable moments like going up

a mountain in Wales on the Vespa – only

to be passed by Bob Roper. I nearly got

off! I thought I’d stopped! That was my

last time in the Tour though (I dislocated

my collar bone and decided to retire from

competitive sport in one piece).

I continued to use the machine for

Navigation Road Trials and as daily

transport with one noticeable time when

the machine was parked in bike shed

at work and someone asked me what

the ‘map reading’ board was for. When I

explained it was used when negotiating a

route, they asked: “Which way do you come

to work!?” I eventually sold the machine

to a friend and bought a very special

Lambretta – but, as they say: “That’s

another story.”

Kev Walsh

Ex Gen Sec, LCGB
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Hello Mau,

I am looking for your help and support to

attract a wider audience and especially some

scooters to our event – the Sleaford Historic

Car & Motorcycle Show, which takes place

on Saturday, September 3, 2016 – we have

a very small handful of scooterists who enter

(and quite often win one of our trophies) and

they are usually very pleasing to the eye – the

voting is done by the public. I would ideally

like to see a lot more scooters at the event

– there are trophies for best club stand and

each scooter entered would be eligible to

win a trophy in their own class – the cost to

enter each vehicle is £5 per car and £4 per

motorcycle – there is no cost for a club stand,

but we do expect at least six machines to

enable them to have a club stand.

If we could attract say 20 scooters to the

show, then we would be prepared to award

trophies for irst and second place scooters

– all our trophies are sponsored. Please see

below some beneits and further information

about the show https://shcms.co.uk/

DO YOU HAVE A QUESTION?

VESPA GS150
TECHNICAL QUESTION

Q: Does anyone know if there is a caged

version of the top and bottom steering

bearings available?

I am putting new uncaged balls back in

my Vespa GS150 VS4 and it’s becoming

a nasty little job. I’d rather have the caged

ones in there for my future sanity.

A: You can replace the fork race, frame

race and use the caged PX bearings

toll fit the lower race, but the top is not

modifiable and requires loose bearings.

[This answer comes courtesy of Gene

Meredith, Scooters Originali, USA]

SCOOTERS IN GIBRALTAR

Mau,

Just got back from my latest visit to Gibraltar.

I popped into see Chris Golt at Motorama

Watergardens 4 – unfortunately I missed

him, but managed to talk to his brother. I was

amazed to see so many Scomadi scooters in

various colours, including the fully chromed

Dealer Special (there were 10 on show). It

took me back to the good old days when

Lambretta shops were plentiful.

If you ever get chance to visit Gibraltar,

pop-in and see Chris and his brother and drool

over the scooters on display. You can contact

him via email sales@motorama.gi or Google

‘Motorama Gibraltar’.

To follow on from that

I went to Mijas in Spain

where I rode in a fully

electric Tuk-Tuk (10

euros for a 20-minute

trip). A great trip in an

iconic vehicle.

Stef Callear

North Staffs

Jesters SC and

Leek Soul Club

Can Classic Scooterist help you find the answer? It doesn’t necessarily have to be

a technical question and can be about any scooter-related subject. If we don’t know

the answer ourselves, then we’ll throw your question over to our readers to see if

they can help.

Email scooterguru@scooteristscene.com with your questions, but don’t expect an

instant answer – sometimes these things take time.

PASSING THE TIME…
Hi Mau,

Thought you might like these pics of me

in hospital passing the time reading my

Classic Scooterist magazine after another leg

operation (my Minibretta trike is now wrapped

up in garage for another four months while I

recover) – of course, I’m not missing riding

my Lambretta!

Mike – Minibretta

Hope you are back

on the road soon

Mike – and with

those lights and

mirrors fitted to

your leg, at least

you’ll be able to

keep an eye on the

road traffic! For

those who missed

it, we featured

Mike’s Minibretta in

issue 105.

BEDLAM SCOOTERS – GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
It was with great sadness that I learned that Bedlam Scooters of Bedford has closed for

good. The shop will be a loss for all scooterists for Richard’s honesty and helpfulness.

I would just like to wish him all the best for the future. If I bump into him in a pub

somewhere I will be pleased to buy him a pint.

All the best Richard, keep well. Gary Whatling

[We echo those sentiments Gary; it’s sad to see another scooter shop disappearing –

especially one with the history and pedigree of Bedlam Scooters]

CLASSIC SCOOTERS WANTED

Unique trophies awarded for irst and

second place for each class, additional

trophies awarded for best car and motorcycle

in show – best historic and modern day

classics. Free show programme and

commemorative show coaster for each

entrant – trophies awarded for best trade and

club stands hard-standing for all entrants,

plus town centre location and refreshments

available. Entertainment provided by Millers

Magic Band Rovering Commentary and each

entrant and sponsor will be interviewed.

Entrance to the public is free. The show

opens at 10.30am and closes at 4.30pm.

Entry forms are available by calling Mary

Sanders on 07908 620677, email

mary.sanders1@btinternet,com or visit the

website and download an entry form (https://

shcms.co.uk/).

Mary Sanders, Vice Chair

Sleaford Historic Car

& Motorcycle Show
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SCOOTER THEFT
Hi Mau,

As you know we have recently

seen a number of scooter thefts

– in particular, classic bikes. The

irst thing that springs to my mind

is that whoever is taking them

knows what they are doing and

therefore has a knowledge of the

scene. Once they have them,

what are they doing with them?

They could strip them and sell

the bits. Alternatively, the more

expensive bikes could be shipped

and sold abroad.

I think it would be a good

idea if we start to self-police

the scene (a register of parts

suppliers for instance). Also,

close liaison with our friends

around the world, asking them

to keep ’em peeled for any rare

scooters being offered. We could

choose someone to be appointed

as a preferred shipper/freight

forwarder when shipping abroad.

Anyone who is genuine in

supplying the market should

welcome these measures.

Stephen

[For those who are unaware, there

is already something in place for

this – The National Stolen Scooter

Registry. Contact Paul Slack via

webmaster@ilambretta.com for

information].

CLASSIC SCOOTERIST

DISCOVERED IN PERTH

Just found the

latest copy (in

Australia at

least) in a Perth

news agency.

Keep up the

good work.

John and

Glen

LAMBRETTA SPOTTING
Hi Mau,

During my wasted hours collecting old 1950/60/70s classic movies and

spotting the odd Lambretta, I’ve also (before they kindly changed the

online search option) used DVLA’s vehicle check to look into some I’ve

come across.

Firstly Gerry Marsden’s Series 3 Li150 Pacemaker (below) from the

1965 ilm Ferry Cross the Mersey. Well the one he actually rides in

the ilm is not the one he’s pictured using on the movie poster, or the

publicity photographs I have, but this particular scooter is still currently

registered on DVLA’s computer system and might still be on the road?

This (right) still

from the ilm shows

the Lambretta Gerry

was riding 512CBY in

the ilm.

“One of the
other band

members was
riding 507CBY

(parked with the
others here).

So it should be
Gerry and the

Li150’s – not the
Pacemakers”

Now we all know of Wolie Smith’s (right)

memorable Li150 Series 1 that Mike Karslake

supplied – but not many people know that

Mike was unavailable for Series 4 of Citizen

Smith and the show’s producers had to ind

Wolie a new steed. So, in the 1980 Citizen

Smith Christmas Special, ‘Buon Natale’, Wolie

and Ken ride to Rimini on Wolie’s new scooter

– a GP Lambretta – to visit Shirley for the

festive period.

This scooter too, is currently registered –

does anyone know the whereabouts of either

of these two famous Lambretta’s today?

Jim Trewin

[If you own either 507 CBY or EEA 430J, please

let us know here at Classic Scooterist]
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F
lashback to 2015: around 80 motorcycle

owners are in the pits enjoying

barbecues and beers, when the ‘normal’

takes a turn, as scooterists arrive to join the

party. Expected comments including “Make

sure you wind your elastic band enough to

get you up the hill” were experienced, and

event regulars shared advice on how fast

their bikes were – little did they know what

would happen the next day when the lights

turned green…

Next day, the sun was up and the air had a

two-stroke aroma – eyes were on ‘Scooters on

the Mount’ for the irst time in some 30 years.

To the regulars’ surprise, everyone ‘wound

their elastic bands’ enough to complete the

course. In fact, Craig Bewey wound the elastic

band on his 172cc Runner so tight, he ran the

course in 51.47 secs (compared to the fastest

Aprilia RSVR 1000cc who only managed 52.98

secs); a 1000cc Yamaha R1 ran it in 55.42

secs, but was beaten by Nick Gledhill’s 225cc

GP Lambretta which recorded 55.33 secs

Fastest geared 2015: Nick Gledhill on his Lambretta

GP 225

Fastest auto 2015: Craig Bewey on his 172 Runner

MAY DAY BANK HOLIDAY

Oliver’s Mount International Race Circuit,

Scarborough, UK

Needless to say ‘the scooterists’ gained

a new respect within the pits, and the

evening discussions were no longer of

mockery, but of admiration.

THE 2016 EVENT
Scooters on the Mount will again take part in

the Scarborough Festival of Speed at Oliver’s

Mount International Race Circuit, Scarborough,

North Yorkshire, YO11 2YW, UK – but this year

it comes with a twist…

On Sunday, May 1, the Tour De Yorkshire

bicycle race goes up Oliver’s Mount, and the

hill will be closed to motor sport all that day.

This has resulted in the organisers changing

the normal format of running cars and bikes

together, so cars will run on Saturday, Tour

De Yorkshire on Sunday, and bikes/scooters

on Monday. You can arrive on Saturday and

camp for the weekend, but the paddock

will be locked down during Sunday for the

bicycle race, and vehicle movement will not

be permitted. You can arrive late Sunday

afternoon to camp Sunday night ready for

Monday’s hill climb; otherwise, Oliver’s Mount

will open 6.30am Monday morning if you want

to turn up for Monday only.

THE SCOOTERS
Auto 66 Club is running a single ‘Open

Scooter Class’; this will be supplemented by

two other classes arranged in conjunction

between 100mphscooter and the BSSO.

These classes will be one each for geared

and auto scooters, with trophies for the

fastest up the hill in each class.

The hill’s benchmark was set last year –

but it doesn’t matter whether you think you

can beat those times, or whether you just

fancy trying a ‘scooter speed event’ with a

difference. Either way you’ll experience a

fantastic weekend with like-minded people,

and be part of the team to wipe the smile off

unsuspecting motorcyclists’ faces.

HOW TO ENTER
Entry forms, ACU regs and Auto 66

supplementary regs can be downloaded from

www.scootersonthemount.co.uk and need

to be with Daz Kane, 26 Nocton Park Road,

Nocton, Lincoln LN4 2BE, no later than April

16, 2016.

Your envelope should include the following:

1. Your completed and signed Auto 66 entry

form.

2. A signed cheque payable to ‘Auto 66’ with

your cheque card number on the back.

3. A stamped addressed envelope so your

race number and other entry information can

be posted to you.

For up-to-date information follow us and

join our event on www.facebook.com/

scootersonthemount

SCOOTER FEST 12
May 22, 2016, is the date for North

Staffs Jesters SC Scooter Fest 12.

Attractions include a parts fair, a

ridden custom show (last entry

1.30pm), live music and a hog

roast. The event starts at 11am in

Silk Street car park (town centre),

Leek, Staffs ST13 6HX. Entry is

free, but donations are welcome.

Info: Steph (07817 429616), Stu

(07989 625115), or via Facebook.

Celebrating 70 years of the Vespa
Bristol will be the venue for Vespa’s 70th anniversary

celebration on July 15-17, 2016. Bristol was the home of

the Douglas Vespa, so what better place for the anticipated

1000-or-so VCB members to celebrate. The Veteran Vespa

Club, the BSSO, AB Racing Ape Racing, The Cosanaughts, the

GTS Owners Club plus other Vespa Clubs will be displaying

their Vespas and memorabilia; there will also be displays and

stalls put on by Fowlers, Ped Parts, Scooter Products and other

dealers to be conirmed; there will be rideouts, daytime fun and

two evening do’s. Info: www.vespaclubofbritain.co.uk

HESLAM PARK
VENUE FOR LOST
& LONELY
Lost & Lonely SC are holding

their scooter event on March 19,

2016, at Heslam Park Rugby Club,

Ashby Road, Scunthorpe. Northern

Soul DJ, Mark Taylor, will spin the

sounds and Mod-Era will perform a

live stage set. Tickets £5, available

from club members, or by ringing

07947 725375.
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THE BRIGHTON SKA TRAIN
Brighton Ska Train hosts a Trojan special

event at The Volks, Brighton Beach on

Saturday, April 16. There will be free secure

scooter parking with a prize and a dance loor

photoshoot for the best ska-themed scoot.

Joining Brighton Ska Train select will

be the legendary Earl Gateshead from the

Trojan Soundsystem for a special evening

of all things Trojan Records-related. This is

a night ride for the Ska Train running from

10pm till 3am plus afterparty till dawn.

Tickets cost £5 in advance with a donation

going to Rogers Wildlife Rescue. For info on

this and forthcoming Scooter ‘n’ Ska themed

Alldayers on Brighton Beach, please join The

Brighton Ska Train on Facebook.

Some events are subject to conirmation – check with individual organisers prior to travelling.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

OTHER SIGNIFICANT RALLIES

■ MARCH 19: Lost & Lonely SC scooter event

at Heslam Park Rugby Club, Ashby Road,

Scunthorpe. DJs and band. Tickets £5. Info:

07947 725375.

■ MARCH 24-27: Le Beat Bespoke 11

Weekender. Various locations. Info: www.

newuntouchables.com/lebeatbespoke/info/

■ MARCH 27: Lincoln March of the Mods

at Lincoln City football ground from 2pm

onwards.

■ MARCH 27: Scooter Sunday at the Ace Café,

London.

■ APRIL 1: Leek Soul Club at The Winking Man

(between Leek and Buxton); 8.30pm till 1am.

Northern Soul vinyl night; reg DJs plus guest.

Tickets £4 OTD. Camping available. Info: www.

winkingman.com or 01538 300361/387543.

■ APRIL 3: Chelmsford SC Clacton rideout takes

place on Clacton-on-Sea front from 11am.

■ MAY 20/21: Rotherham SC ‘Camping in

Swallownest 2016’. Venue: Swallownest

Miners Welfare Club, Rotherham Rd,

Swallownest, Shefield S26 4UR. Info: http://

rotherhamscooterclub.weebly.com/

■ MAY 22: North Staffs Jesters SC ‘Scooter

Fest 12’ at Silk Street car park (town centre),

Leek, Staffs ST13 6HX from 11am. Info: Steph

(07817 429616), Stu (07989 625115), or

via Facebook.

■ MAY 27/30: Margate Mod & Sixties Festival.

Info: http://gbmusicculture.co.uk/

■ AUG 19-21: The Rusty Crew Run – an old-

school rally in Balen, Belgium. Find info via

Facebook.

■ SEPT 18: Sleaford All-Knighters SC ‘Happy

Chappy 2’ charity ride from Sleaford Market

Square, Lincs, at 12 noon. Facebook ‘Sleaford

All-Knighters Scooter Club’ for info.

NATIONAL RALLIES 2016

Apologies for the cock-up last issue repeating

2015 national dates, rushing to get the mag out

before Christmas. Corrected dates below:

■ MARCH 25-27: Whitby

■ APRIL 30-MAY 1: Tenby (Welsh national)

■ MAY 27-30: Kelso (Scottish national)

■ JUNE 17-19: Hop Farm, Tonbridge, Kent (Big 7)

■ JULY 8-10: Cleethorpes

■ JULY 29-31: Exmouth (SWSC)

■ AUG 26-29: IoW International Rally

■ SEPT 23-26: Woolacombe (SWSC)

■ OCT 28-31: Bridlington

Note: all dates shown are subject to change. Visit

www.bsra-uk.com for up-to-date information

■ APRIL 15-17: Teignmouth (SWSC)

■ MAY 6-8: Phoenix Nights (Leics)

■ JUNE 3-5: Hayling Island (SWSC)

■ JUNE 23-26: EuroLambretta

■ JULY 15-17: VCB 70th Anniv Members’ Rally

■ SEPT 3-5: Mersea Island

■ SEPT 9-11: Dolphin Rally (YSA)

■ NOV 11-13: Gt Eastern (Mablethorpe)

■ NOV 18-21: Warmwell (SWSC)

Try the Snake Pass Challenge!
Owners of Lambro three-wheelers and Lambretta

models up to and including the LD Mk3 are

invited to participate in a special challenge in

memory of the late Mike and Rachel Karslake.

Mike, who founded the Lambretta Preservation

Society originally met Rachel, his future wife,

while riding his LD and they both shared a

love for the Lambro three-wheeler – hence the

transport choice for this event.

Taking place on Sunday, July 24, 2016,

the journey involves riding one of the UK’s

most challenging roads, the A57 Snake Pass.

The event commences 9am at Mike Phoenix

Scooters, Denton, Manchester, where free food

will be available for entrants. Scooters depart

from 10.30am with riders travelling at their

own pace to Armandos Scooters, Shefield,

where free food will be available for entrants

at a traditional Armandos-style Open Day party.

Participants need to sign-on at Mike Phoenix

Scooters and sign-off at Armandos; each

entrant receives a special event legshield

banner, courtesy of Kev Walsh Promotions.

If enough entrants are interested, then a

souvenir T-shirt may be made available for

advance purchase.

More details are available from Kev Walsh,

8 Trent Close, Rainhill, Prescot, Merseyside

L35 9LD. You can also phone (07966

265588) or email (lcgb2@blueyonder.co.uk).

Event sponsors are Mike Phoenix Scooters,

Kev Walsh Promotions, Goofy’s Lambretta

Preservation Society and Armandos Scooters.

Wildcat Scooters charity tour

Newport-based Wildcat Scooters are arranging

a charity ride on August 14, 2016, by riding

up to John O’Groats for the start of their ride

to Lands’ End, hoping to arrive by August 19

for the last night stop-over, before riding home

on August 20.

If you would like to be involved, pm them

with your name and address, or visit Wildcat

Scooters Ltd, 43 Albany Street, Newport

NP20 5NG. Alternatively, call 01633 549545,

leaving your name and address.

A sponsor form will be sent to you soon as

they are done.

John O’Groats to
Land’s End

WHAT’S GOING ON?
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Taking place on Sunday, April 3, the doors

will be open to the public from 10am

onwards. Admission is again being held to

the same price as previous recent events –

£4 (with accompanied children getting in for

free). The venue remains the same too: the

Sports Connexion Centre, which is located

in Ryton-on-Dunsmore, Coventry CV8 3FL.

Being located just six miles of the M6, 10

miles from the M1, and just a half-mile off

the A45, the venue is ideally situated to

attract plenty of scooterists..

The Extravaganza is one of the few

events where you will ind a wide range of

quirky, unusual and desirable vintage and

veteran scooter models supplementing the

more mainstream Lambretta and Vespa

machinery that will also be found on display.

As is usual, a wide range of show

trophies will be up for grabs with no less

than 11 vintage classes, 11 custom

classes, and 11 general classes in which

entrants could win not only a trophy, but

also a cash prize in some cases.

It’s also the opportunity for a couple of

lucky scooterists to walk away with one of

two prestigious trophies – one for ‘Best

Vintage’ and one for ‘Best Custom’.

For those who are looking to bring their

bikes back up to road use level (or even

inding that scooter you’ve been looking

for) the ever-popular dealers’ parts fair

and scooter auto-jumble allows visitors to

browse and purchase those much-needed

parts and accessories.

CAN I ENTER?
Entering your scooter in the show won’t cost

you a penny – but book well in advance to

avoid missing out. If you have some jumble

to sell and want to take a stall, then it

will cost you anything for £15 upwards,

depending on space required. It’s getting late

in the day, to book, but if you’re lucky you

might grab that last space.

Your point of contact is Ian Harrop; you can

write to him at 11 Ivanhoe Avenue, Lowton-St-

Luke, Warrington WA3 2HX, or phone/fax him

on 01942 743428 (see www.vmsc.co.uk for

more information).

PRE-SHOW EVENING DO
All or Nothing SC (AONSC) are holding their

annual Pre-VMSC Show Do – this year, it’s

a Soul and Motown Night – on the Saturday

evening prior to the show (April 2, 2016).

Tickets are selling fast, so get yours now (see

www.anosc.co.uk for info).

SHOW RIDE-IN
AONSC also organise a ‘Ride-In’ to the

Extravaganza, which usually arrives at

the Sports Connexion between 11am and

noon on the day of the show. Again, keep

an eye on their website (www.aonsc.co.uk)

for details.

SHOW SPONSORS
No show of this magnitude could take place

without the help of sponsors. This year’s

event is no exception and it is backed by

some major well-known organisations, which

include VE (UK), Continental Tyres, Scootering

magazine – and of course, us here at Classic

Scooterist – see you there!

As one of season’s earliest events in the classic scooter calendar, the scene is
set for the annual VMSC Vintage & Custom Scooter Extravaganza to be another
major success in 2016.

VMSC Extravaganza 2016

Machines to interest everyone

Something on show for everyone

WHAT’S GOING ON?
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GOSH!
That’s the Great Ormond
Street Hospital run to you
guys. This was classed as
our irst rideout of 2016, as
we were not being involved
in this year’s New Year’s Day
Parade procession.

T
he Foresters SC put the word out that

we were having a ride into London on

December 28 and agreed to meet other

clubs and solo riders, should they wish to

come along...

Christmas over and the Monday arrived

– the plan being to meet at 10am at our

‘headquarters’ the Horse and Well Pub in

Woodford. Around 25 riders turned out and

we set off to meet others in Carnaby Street

at 11.30am. Upon arrival we were met by

many others who had got there before us.

The scooters were parked-up and greetings

were exchanged between friends amid tea,

coffee, photos and posing for tourists!

We then all set-off en masse (more than 50

of us) to Bar Italia, Frith Street, Soho for our

irst stop. More tea, coffee, food and photos,

then on to Seven Dials for roving photographer

John Card to get some more pictures....

Then came the main purpose of our ride

and that was to hand over a cheque for £1800

to Great Ormond Street Children's Hospital

(GOSH). I arranged to meet two hospital

sisters to do the handover, for which they were

more than grateful. The monies were raised

from our SundayBest ScooterFest 5 held in

July last year at Capel Manor College and

Gardens in Enield. We also donated the

same amount to Help for Heroes from that

show and they were also very pleased to

have received a donation.

More photos and chat, then back to

Woodford for a well-earned drink. All-in-all, a

great day and start to the New Year.

Martin F Heath, Foresters SC

December 28, 2015
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Brewers’ season opener
The Burton Brewers Custom Show and Parts Fair
is arguably the main opening event for the coming
scooter season.

T
aking place, as always, at the National

Brewery Centre, Burton-on-Trent, it’s a

two-part affair consisting of a daytime

Custom Show/Parts Fair and an evening do

complete with DJs and bands.

My missus had only signed off a day pass

for me, so I can’t report on the evening event.

Our gang of four arrived slightly in advance of

the oficial opening time, but we weren’t the

irst there; the outside car park was already

starting to ill up with scooters and more were

arriving all the time.

With our entry fee paid, our hands were

stamped (with the word ‘cancelled’ for some

obscure reason) and we entered the show.

For those who’ve never attended, the main

entrance takes you straight into what is

essentially a pub bar (not in operation for this

event) that has been turned into an indoor

parts fair area; progressing through this hall,

you enter what is essentially the refreshment

areas and then out the other side into the

open courtyard, where the main parts fair is

situated; to the side of this stands a semi-

permanently erected marquee, which houses

the scooters that are entered for the custom

show (plus a few more indoor stalls chucked in

for good measure).

The one good thing about the Brewers

event is that this is quite often the opportunity

February 27, 2016
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to catch the irst glimpses at some of the

stunning new custom scooters that have

been built-up over the winter period – and

as usual, this show didn’t disappoint. Yes,

there were a few scooters that had done the

rounds in 2015, but there was more than

enough new stuff to spark off some interest.

One that caught my eye in particular was the

stunning Vespa Mona restoration (this scooter

is already earmarked to appear in this very

publication in a future issue, so watch out.

Getting to the event reasonably early turned

out to be a wise decision, as it meant that we

could move freely around with little hindrance,

but by midday, the site was heaving. Because

our band of brothers had managed to get

around early doors, we took the opportunity

to grab an early lunch at the excellent on-site

carvery before the hungry hordes descended.

This made a pleasant change from the

normal ‘burger and chip’ stalls found at

many other rallies (I didn’t actually see

anything like that here).

Our group left slightly before close of play

for the daytime event and even then the place

was still buzzing. Well done to Burton Brewers

for providing another excellent start to the

main scooter season.

Words: Southern Softie

Images: Pete Bourn
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Scooter World 2016
Many scooter events are organised in the name of charity – but only a few can claim to
have raised over £4000 in two days – welcome to Scooter World 2016.

A
fter a year’s organising absence for

various reasons, I was approached to

return and put on another event at

Newark Showground as part of one of our

show division’s other events – the Carole

Nash Classic Bike Guide Winter Classic. This

I agreed with one proviso – that I could raise

money for charity (in this case, two – the

local air ambulance and the RNLI).

Now scooterists have a reputation for being

many things – but deep down most have

hearts of gold, especially where charity is

concerned. I knew they wouldn’t let me down

– and they didn’t. To be fair, I didn’t want to let

them down either, which was a bit of a worry –

I was about to start making promises I wasn’t

sure I could deliver on. I needed help, not only

to run the normal event, but also to ilter in the

additional charity elements.

January 9-10, 2016
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Former British Superbike Champion Jamie Whitham

and former British Supersport Champion Steve Plater

inspect Nick Prince’s ‘Legends of Man’ Lambretta

Not the sort of start

line scooter racer Mikey

Bonett is used to…

The Team Scooter World stewards – without

them this event would never have happened

But I didn’t need to wait too long;

I’ve helped on charity events with many

individuals in the past, and now it was time

for them to repay the favour – and they did

that without me even having to ask. Also,

working as a magazine editor opens the

doors to meeting many well-known scooterist

igures and although I’m not a competitive

person, I’ve made a lot of friends within

scooter sport world – a cunning plan was

forming – why not run a second ‘Sports’ hall

alongside the original Scooter World hall?

But everything comes at a price and an

additional hall would cost money – I needed

to sell the idea to Nick Mowbray, our shows

manager. Luckily he’s a great believer in

charity, so that problem was easily solved.

A certain element of the halls had to

be set aside for trade stalls (to help

cover the hire cost), but that wasn’t to

prove a major issue. It also served to

provide visitors over the weekend with the

opportunity to purchase parts, spares –

and even the odd scooter.

Everything was now starting to gain

momentum. With the second hall giving the

whole event a ‘Sports’ element, I approached

former British scooter and sprint champion,

Norrie Kerr to be our ‘special weekend

guest’; he agreed without hesitation and on

discovering it was a charity event, he offered

his services in other areas, displaying his

personal scooter collection and also adding

his own charity fund-raising element to the

event. As a supplement to this, Team S Equipe

members John and Norman Ronald, along with

Alan Cooper, all volunteered their services in

the name of charity.
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Mau gets the auction

under way

The unique IoM hamper

goes up for auction

TEAM SCOOTER WORLD
And so it was, that Team Scooter World was

born, resulting in me plagiarising the Team

S Equipe logo (originally designed by Arthur

Francis) accordingly (sorry Arthur). Norman

Ronald stepped in and arranged for custom

steward vests to be made sporting the ‘Team

SW’ logo; he also secured a selection of

trophies for competition entries.

Many others came forward to complete

Team Scooter World, including support from

both the major scooter sport elements

in the form of 100mphscooter and the

BSSO. Team Scooter World volunteers also

seconded friends and family into the fold.

Other scooterist mates completed the team

with all destined to play major roles in the

event. Without them, it wouldn’t have become

the success it was. Dave ‘Face’ Walker

was instrumental in cadging and organising

anything and everything thrown at him, from

sourcing/assembling the day/evening stages

and sound systems, through to arranging

catering facilities and anything else needed

over the weekend – which also happened to

fall on Mrs W’s birthday. So many thanks to

her for loaning us Dave for the weekend.

Daz ‘Shoelace’ Kane (we’re buying him

some self-tying pink laces to help with his

problem) was instrumental in co-ordinating

various aspects of the scooter sports element.

Both of them also acted as my trusty bankers

(yes, I did say bankers) for the event.

TRIPLE WHAMMY
In the end we inished up with three halls.

I’d wanted to develop things into something

different from the normal style of scooter

event, and as the main idea of the event was

to raise money for charity, I came up with the

idea of a ‘Scooter Sportsmen’ charity evening

to take place on the Saturday night. It would

also provide scooterists with somewhere to go

socially. We struck lucky when shows manager,

Nick ‘persuaded’ Newark Showground into

donating one of their poshest halls to the

cause. All that was then needed was to

persuade a few guest sportsmen speakers to

come along and each give a little talk. With a

few minor hiccups, everything eventually fell in

place – we were ready to go!

SCOOTER WORLD HALL
The word spread and space in Scooter World

illed pretty quickly with a mix of scooters and

display stands (including a few scooter dealers

who hadn’t come of recent years).

Bonzo’s Scooter Emporium
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In fact the hall had been slightly

oversubscribed, leading to part of the ‘rest

area’, being seconded to soak up the excess.

Unfortunately around nine scooters were

turned away prior to the event, due to lack of

space – only to ind people not turning up on

the weekend – shit happens.

There was a stunning variety of individual

scooters on display with owners travelling

from all parts of the UK. These were

supported by the attendance of the cream

of the UK national clubs, including the

Vintage Motor Scooter Club, Veteran Vespa

Club, British Lambretta Archive and the

Luna Owners Club. Other individual scooter

clubs attended – and special mention must

be made of the Worksop Mod Appreciation

Society who went the full Monty by erecting

their own Bonzo’s Scooter Emporium,

complete with scooter workshop, café and a

grafiti wall (which attracted some ‘interesting’

comments). Overall, the hall was probably the

best it’s ever been.

SCOOTER SPORTS HALL
The sports hall was where the daytime charity

activities took place, integrated among the

BSSO, 100mphscooter and other sports-

related show stands. For health and safety

reasons we weren’t allowed to run two-stroke

scooters in the Gymkhana area. This problem

was solved courtesy of Italjet UK Spares

who provided electric pedelec bicycles. This

went down extremely well – especially among

the BSSO race teams who hogged the track,

competing against each other; this started out

as harmless fun, but developed into a ierce

How do you like your

scooter served, sir?

Fancy a Chiselspeed-

tuned engine?

battle of honour with no-one wanting to lose

face. Few other visitors got a look-in, but the

spectacle attracted and held people in the

sports hall, rather than just walking through

and out the other side.

John and Norman Ronald devised an engine

rebuild competition. Vespa and a Lambretta

engines were used and various ‘marque

experts’ came along to try their hands – we

conveniently forgot to tell the Lambretta

experts they’d be working on a Vespa engine,

and vice-versa. This led to a lot of amusing

activity (did you know some ‘Lambretta

experts’ don’t know which way up a Vespa

engine goes)?

Special guest Norrie Kerr also did his bit,

offering a signed photo opportunity and a

copy of his own tuning manual for a minimum

charity donation. The weekend hiccup was the

proposed ‘Scooter Sprint Build Demo’ (parts

being sprayed weren’t inished in time for the

weekend).

THE MAIN
SUNDAY AUCTION
The various charity elements were all in play

on Sunday morning – the plan being to close

them down at midday and clear space for the

charity auction. This eventually got under way;

it started off slowly, but soon picked up pace

as spectators realised there were bargains to

be had. There were three items that attracted

a huge bidding frenzy; the irst was the one-

off special IoM hamper kindly supplied by

Nick and Helen Prince (contents included a

complete set of 60s scooter magazines and

various IoM-related goodies – including some
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Larry Bowyer’s ‘Old

Skool’ Lambretta

Former sprint champion Frank

Osgerby and team-mate Steve

‘Red’ Clarke (both Lambretta men)

struggling with a Vespa engine

special local beer, but don’t tell anyone that).

In the end, the winning bid fell to Lambretta

aicionado Martin Robinson. The Mallorcan

holiday supplied by ex-pat scooterist PCJ

Fielding (formerly of Preston Wildcats) found a

good home with ‘Fastest Man on a Lambretta’,

Keith Terry. Rumour has it that local Mallorcan

scooterists are planning a special week’s

holiday for him and his missus. The supplier

of the one-off Triumph Tina Scrambler scooter

wishes to remain anonymous, but his kind

donation proved to be the star of the auction

and eventually sold for £900.

THE CUSTOM
SHOW AWARDS
These were dealt with in a different way to

previous years. Our show division has a

slightly different approach to their custom

shows than you would experience at most

scooter events. While our show division would

normally do the judging on the Saturday and

display plaques on the winning scooters, it

was decided to conduct the scooter custom

show in the same way as a traditional national

rally; so we judged the custom show on

Sunday and announced the results after the

auction had been completed. Perhaps we

could have made it clearer that we’d be doing

this, as it caused a little confusion in relation

to the overall event – those who’ve attended

in previous years had expected to ind out

the results on the Saturday. Another point of

clariication is that one of the trophies was

billed as ‘Best Other Scooter’ – and not ‘Best

Other Non-Lambretta/Vespa Scooter; there

was some comment when this trophy was

won by a Vespa, but the judges considered it

as being the best scooter after all the other

trophies had been awarded. There’s often

controversy over show results, but as always,

the judges’ decision is inal and I concur with

them on that.

CHARITY DONATIONS
At the time of going to press, a few small

donations were still trickling in and the current

total of £4045.51 will be split equally between

the Lincs/Notts Air Ambulance Service and

the RNLI – both worthy causes that receive

no oficial government support. The cheque

presentations have yet to be made and this

will be reported on in a future issue.

IN SUMMARY
I can’t thank everyone enough for their help

and involvement in putting things together. It

was a true team effort with everyone playing

their part in making the event the success it

was. I’m not sure how we can top the event,

but Team SW hope to be back in 2017 – again

for charity. Already plans and ideas are being

formulated and considered, but we are open to

consider any sensible suggestions as to how

to make things bigger and better – and I have

one exciting mention to make about that (see

the next page for a special announcement).

Thanks to everyone who supported Scooter

World 2016, whether you were exhibiting

or visiting – spread the word – see you at

Newark in 2017.

Mau

Images: Rich Addison Photography

Additional images: Roy Workman
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AN EVENINGWITH THE SPORTSMEN

Stuart Day tries to get into

Norrie’s infamous leathers

T
his element was ‘side event’ to the

main show, held in a plush hall, away

from the main show. Entrance was via

a £25 charity entrance ticket, which gave the

purchaser the pleasure of mixing and talking

to famous scooter sportsmen past

and present.

Five guest speakers each took their turn,

commencing with British scooter and sprint

champion Norrie Kerr. He was followed by

John Ronald (Team S Equipe), Norman Ronald

(Team S Equipe), Richard Baker (ACU British

Record Holder), and inally, Keith Terry (ACU

British record holder and ‘Fastest Man on a

Lambretta’). Keith was apprehensive (he’d

never done anything like this before), but in

the end, he gave probably one of the best

speeches of the evening.

To help swell charity coffers, all guest

speakers had supplied various items which

were auctioned off by yours truly. The auction

proceedings commenced with the sale of a

Malossi carbon ibre helmet (supplied by VE

UK and autographed by all guest speakers);

this was followed by the auctioning individual

framed pictures of each special guest – all

came with a personally dedicated signature/

message of the winning bidder’s choosing.

The inal auction item became the hilarious

focus of some frenzied bidding – Norrie Kerr’s

original (still sweaty and smelly) race leathers.

The sight of grown men trying to get into

Norrie’s leathers was an experience to behold

(Norrie swears they’d shrunk over the years,

but we know better). They inally went for £350

– what a result for the charity.

INTRODUCING…THE SCOOTERIST AWARDS

Isn’t it about time we recognised the

heroes and champions of the scooter

world? Some are well-known; some are

unsung heroes who may have dedicated

time and effort in helping out fellow

scooterists, or collecting for charity. Well,

Classic Scooterist is about to try and make

that happen.

Most of you will have heard of the Brit

Awards (where artistes are singled out

for various achievements within the

music industry); well we think it’s time

to introduce the Scooterist Awards and

recognise the achievement and dedication

of individual scooterists.

THE SCOOTERIST
‘HALL OF FAME’
Like the Brits, we will also be introducing

the Scooterist Hall of Fame into which we

will induct, every year, two people – one

from the world of scooter sport, and one

from the general world of scootering. As

the presentation arrangements will need to

be made well in advance of evening, Classic

Scooterist will decide by the previous June

who those the ‘Hall of Fame’ inductees are

going to be.

HOW TO NOMINATE
Award categories have yet to be decided;

if you know someone you feel should be

nominated in a certain area, then let us

know what category, the person’s name

and (in a few words) the reason you’ve

nominated them. You can do this via email

(mauspencer@classicscooterist.com) or by

post to the address below:

Mau Spencer, Classic Scooterist Awards,

PO Box 99, Horncastle, Lincs, LN9 6LZ

For either method, please head your

correspondence ‘Scooterist Awards 2017’.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT!
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CUSTOM SHOW TROPHY WINNERS
BEST SCOOTER IN SHOW: Nick Prince

('Legends of Man' themed Lambretta)

BEST SCOOTER DISPLAY: Worksop Mod

Appreciation Society (Bonzo’s Scooter

Emporium)

BEST CUSTOM SCOOTER: Nick Prince

('Legends of Man' themed Lambretta)

BEST LAMBRETTA: Bobby Rendell (Model F)

BEST VESPA: Dave Thorne (SS Hurricane)

BEST STREET RACER: Duncan Kilbride

FURTHEST TRAVELLED: Steve ‘Red’ Clarke

BEST ORIGINAL-LOOKING: Stuart McNeil

(Vespa GS150 Baldet)

BEST OTHER: Ian Smith (Vespa Sprint)

NORRIE’S CHOICE (our special guest trophy):

Martin Robinson (Lambretta Model D Racer)

(Cash prizes on all the above kindly donated by

Mortons Show Division and the ‘dks race team’)

CUSTOM SHOW ROSETTE WINNERS
Dave Thorne (TV175 S2), Paul Dodsworth

(Jet 200), Martin Cobb (Li150 S1), Barwell

Lambretta Museum (Lambretta J125), Pete

Davies (Lambretta Lui 50CL), Ian Harrop

(Dayton), Steve Baines (Lambretta SX225),

Larry Bowyer (Old Skool Lambretta S1), Guy

Levoir (Vespa T4), Team Vespa (90SS).

GYMKHANA/SKILLS AREA
COMPETITION
CLASS A: 1st Tom Corthornuest. 2nd Tom

Bridgehouse

CLASS B: Mikey Bonett

CLASS C: Keith Terry

BEST CLUB RELAY TEAM: 1st ‘TEAM BSSO’

(Steve Conneely, Paul Green, Mikey Bonett).

2nd ‘AUTO KINGS’ (Scott Chapman, Justin

Price, Keith Terry)

(Prizes or medals awarded on all the above)

ENGINE REBUILD COMPETITION
(TEAM ENTRY)
1st PLACE: Mikey Bonett/Keith Terry

2nd PLACE: Rich Addison/Nick Prince

A double celebration for

Nick and Helen Prince

Scooter race champions past and present: Mikey

Bonett, John Ronald, Norman Ronald, Keith Terry

THE SHOW RESULTS

THANKS & ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
● Norrie Kerr (weekend special guest and

Vespa engine loan)

● The ‘Sportsmen Evening’ guest speakers

(Norrie Kerr, John Ronald, Norman

Ronald, Richard Baker and Keith Terry)

– some of whom also gave their services

elsewhere over the weekend

● Steven Pope at BTC Activewear

● Sean Barker at GS-UK Ltd

● Daz Kane

● Dave Walker

● Rich Addison Photography

● BSSO

● 100mphscooter.com

● Alan Cooper and his team of volunteers

(wife Janice, Brother-in-Law John, his

daughter Laurie and her partner Nigel)

● Simon Humphries and VE (UK)

● PCJ Fielding (Mallorcan holiday)

● The anonymous scooter donator

● JB Fabrications

● Nick and Helen Prince (for pitching-in

where needed over the weekend)

● AF Rayspeed

(for the Lambretta engine loan)

● Italjet Spares

● Oxford Products

● Mortons Show Division

● Darren at Moschatel

● Lincolnshire Scooter Alliance

● Classic Scooterist magazine

● Twist & Go magazine

● Scootering magazine
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No-one knew quite what to make of

the 90SS at its Brighton launch

Norrie Kerr’s immaculate

red 90SS at the 1989

VVC Seaford Rally

Nikki Holden

on her recently

restored 90SS

Norrie Kerr’s famous ‘LC1’ at

Newark Scooter World 2016

The competition scene was pretty much

all that kept the traditional clubs such as the

VCB, and its handful of remaining branches,

going from the late 60s through to the 90s

– and the 90SS was integral to this. One

of the most consistent champions of the

90SS cause over the years has been Norrie

Kerr. His immaculate red example is shown

below at the VVC Seaford Rally in 1989.

But Norrie is probably better known for his

great competition success using ever-more

developed versions.

His famous ‘LC1’ (for liquid-cooled) was

seen at Newark Scooter World recently.

Elsewhere there’s still a passion for this

model – pictured right is Nikki Holden with her

90SS as recently restored by Retrospective

Scooters. Naturally this passion translates

into m alue, partly drive

fact that the e only 5000-or-so

originally. A 90SS ow one of the mo

expensive scooters to e won’t mention

New Zealand at this point be e it just

complicates things! Unfortunatel , high

values of 90SSs have inevitably come

the attention of the fakers, so if you’re

contemplating buying one make sure of

the provenance.

The 90SS has obviously no association with

the 50s, and, despite being a product of the

‘Swinging 60s’, is not really seen as being

symbolic of them in the way that certain other

scooters are. Instead, people love this Vespa

more for what it is than for what it represents.

That’s a compliment indeed.

A L
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L
ate last year Jon Nurse in Sussex

contacted me with a few photos of his

latest acquisition, an electric-powered

Vespa 150 Super. It had me intrigued and

we exchanged a few emails about it.

These emails led me to contact Pat Joynt

at Saigon Scooter Centre – one of the main

people behind production of electric Vespas

and Lambrettas (under the names Vtronic

and EBretta).

Pat explained that back in 2011 he’d been

contacted by an American friend, William

Sikes, about the production of an electric-

powered scooter. The project got itself off the

drawing board and into production with classic

Lambretta and Vespa scooters being used.

Instead of a conventional two-stroke engine,

these gearless scooters are powered by a

48v 3000W motor which returns speeds up

to 55kph. Interestingly enough, the system

is set to a maximum of 35kph with a boost

button being itted. This boost button allows

for surges of speed up to 55-60kph.

Since the irst models were made, Pat has

constantly looked at evolving the project and

the Vespa 150 Super owned by Jon is a Mk4

version of the Vtronic. Mk4 machines have a

12in front wheel option (as opposed to the

10in used on Mk2 machines). Pat explained

that this is to give a balanced appearance to

the scooter. A single side swingarm is used

on the rear to copy the classic look of Vespa

scooters, which makes it easier to change

punctured tyres.

Pat says there’ll be limited edition models

with a production run of 10; these unique

machines will be based on rare classic Italian

design inspired scooters. The irst limited

edition model will be the ‘Paperino’.

Given that I’d now spoken to Jon and

obtained the technical detail from Pat Joynt, it

was only a matter of time before I gave Jon’s

150 Super a test ride. On irst appearance,

from the front, the Vespa looks pretty much

standard; the only giveaway that something is

different is the Vtronic badge on the legshield.

In a world where fossil fuels are declining, a look towards new ways of
ur vehicle will always be on the cards. I’m a sucker for the smell of

a two-stroke engine, bu wa
and to give one a spin.

ELECTRIC AVENUE…

Mk4 VTRONIC BASIC TECH SPEC

Jon’s machine retains the 10in wheel at

the front. A walk round the scooter then

reveals that no kick-start is itted and neither

is an exhaust.

A closer look at the scooter shows that the

rear foot operated foot brake has also been

removed. It’s when looking at the bodywork

that you realise that modiications have had to

be made to allow for the itment of the battery

based set-up and the various electrical items

that now power this machine. Overall, I don’t

think they detract from the look of the machine

too much; certainly they’re no more offensive

to the eye than certain other modiications on

some scooters and that includes production

scooters – Cosa anyone?

What is noticeable from the side is the rear

wheel (a larger 12in item to which the electric

48v 3000 watt motor is itted). This looks very

different and isn’t clearly the standard Vespa

itment. Mind you, it’s not there for looks, but

for function.

The scooter has a SevCon Controller (Gen

4) and Koso battery gauge/speedometer

with digital display of battery charge and

speed (note that it’s placed on top of the

legshield toolbox – looking down at it

means taking your eyes off of the road).

The engine is a 48v 3000W motor

(able to achieve speeds of 55kph with

180Nm torque) and power comes from a

removable LiFePO4 battery (containing

Samsung cells assembled in Taiwan).

The battery is 40 amp hours (with a

range of approximately 45-50km before

charging) and is chargeable in a standard

220v/110v wall socket (full charge takes

about 2.5 hours from an empty battery).

WE’RE GONNA ROCK DOWN TO..
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The larger rear wheel means the scooter

does sit slightly higher than normal and this is

noticeable when you sit on the scooter. I’m not

sure if the centrestand needed to be slightly

lengthened to take account of this.

Starting the scooter is no trickier than

simply switching the ignition on and twisting

the throttle. Riding the Vtronic makes you

realise one important factor – there’s no

sound. So what? I hear you say. Well, let’s

put this into perspective. If you can’t hear

the scooter, neither can other road users!

It’s something that Pat is working on and it

won’t be long before there’s a system for

making an engine sound, so that other

roads users can hear you.

Riding along you realise the scooter is quite

nippy and moves along nicely without the use

of the boost button. That’s all well and good

on the lat, but hit a decent incline and it’s a

different matter, as the scooter struggles. If

you know the hill is approaching then applying

a decent handful of power makes life easier –

but get caught out in an area you don’t know

and it’s a struggle.

Retention of the standard Vespa speedo

also means that you simply have to look at

the headset and not down at the top of the

toolbox for the Koso speedometer.

Stopping the scooter is easy, but remember

the clutch lever is now your rear brake lever

as there’s no foot brake. The scooter has a

disc brake itted at the rear and this tended to

snatch slightly when I used it (no great shakes

but something you need to be aware of).

The front brake was the standard Vespa

drum item.

Overall, the scooter was smooth with power

pick-up being good. How long the battery lasts

under full riding conditions is something that

would need to be tested at length – as would

things such as inding out what the top speed

is and just how effective the scooter could

be in the town/city environment or out on the

open road.

Overall I was impressed by the Vtronic and

I wonder how long it is before we see more

of these electric scooters in Britain. For now

I think there are plenty of questions about

battery life etc. but then a longer term test

would sort that out and then a more in-depth

review can be completed.

Pete Davies

“Riding along you realise
the scooter is quite nippy
and moves along quite
nicely without the use of

the boost button.”
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May 1959: Linda Gibson and Maureen Brigham leaving Marble Arch for a journey

to Barcelona in Spain.

Picture courtesy of Mortons Archive

(www.mortonsarchive.com)





This is aimed at Lambrettas, but works on any ‘motorcycle’
with traditional pushbike style headraces…

Installing steering tracks

H
ow often have you seen or heard the

home mechanic belting steering race

tracks into place? These tracks are

sometimes, confusingly, called ‘cones’ –

they’re not cones; cones are only found

on old-style bicycle wheel hubs. The old

engineering adage is: if you have to force

a part (i.e. hitting it with a hammer) you’re

probably not doing the job properly.

Certainly, they could (using an alarming

amount of force) be hammered into place,

but the tracks will likely be damaged in

the process. Try this cheap and easy

problem solution instead…

Studding is sold at your local engineering

suppliers in metre lengths and consists of a

long piece of threaded mild steel rod. Select

an M8 or larger piece (the bigger the gauge

the better), also two nuts to match and

various washers in increasingly larger sizes.

From the picture it can be seen how

the studding has been placed inside the

steerer tube and how the nuts and washer

arrangement have been run up to butt against

the end of the steerer tube/steerer track. You

can use, for the ‘inside washers’, the old worn

tracks previously removed to bear against the

new tracks to prevent damage to those tracks

as you increase the pressure on the nuts while

they are tightened. Failing that, a piece of thick

plywood could be fashioned into a last giant

‘washer’ to sit against the new track.

If the track is squarely pushed into the

steerer tube before the slack is taken up, then

simply tighten up the nuts on the studding.

The track will slowly be squeezed into position

as you put more pressure on the nuts. No

hammering. No swearing; just peace; Nirvana!

Don’t try itting both tracks at once – it makes

life very dificult. If you have a chrome ring,

as pictured – only an idiot would attempt to

whack this in place – the same process may

be used.

This tip is harder to explain than to

demonstrate. It’s very simple in practice.

One last point; Series 1 and Series 2

Lambrettas differ from later models by having

a shorter neck on the lower race track than,

say, a Series 3. The shorter lower race tracks

were modiied for good reason – they tended

to twist, bell out the lower end of the steerer

tube, thus effecting the steering. The longer

necked (later version) is more dificult to

install, but will not move once in place.

The neck on the later type is about 30mm

deep. These can be retroitted to Series 1s

and 2s and this must be recommended as

good practice.

Lambrettista

TECH TIP:
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A
nd scooters? Loads! You could

advertise your prized possession in a

scooter mag or the local paper, or even

your local newsagent. But if you wanted to

shift it quick, then Exchange and Mart was

the place. As a rule, price discrepancies

between private sales and dealers were

greater than today. In the pre-internet era,

people were less well informed. If you didn’t

read Exchange and Mart it was difficult to

know what the real going rate was.

A ’62 E-Type for £699 (ono), Bakelite telephones 95p each (discount
for large quantities), genuine ex-US Army anoraks 99p. This was the
world of Exchange and Mart – which was 100 years old in 1968.

Buying a scooter in 1968

Sundays in 1968 were busily spent bodg…

err... improving irresistible bargains due to

appear in the next Exchange and Mart.

Every Thursday morning newsagents would

be descended upon by the intrepid bargain

hunter desperate to keep one step ahead

of the opposition. What sort of scooter was

everyone trying to sell? You may be surprised

to learn that the most common model for this

week was the TV200; there were no fewer than

24 to be had (and, remember, this was only

the southern edition) mostly in the £75-£95

bracket. You can read anything you like into

statistics of course. Whether this proves that

the TV 200 was the most popular scooter

because so many had been bought in the irst

place, or the least popular because everyone

was trying to unload them is a moot point!

By comparison, the many Li variants together

totalled only 40; the cheapest early models

had now dropped below the £20 mark for the

irst time. GS 160s (£60-£90) and the still-

current SS180 (£100+) come in at 12 each,

while a big surprise is the mere ive SX200s on

offer – all at over £100 of course. There were

a couple of GS150s around the £45 mark,

but earlier 125cc Vespas were off the radar

completely. Generally speaking these (and any

LD) could easily be found locally for around £5.

Nobody

actually paid

these prices,

a reduction

of £5-£15 generally being the order of the day.

On the other hand there are always the eternal

optimists. The TV200 with 225 engine and

chrome panels and accessories being offered

for £140 hints at someone trying to recover

their total costs – a doomed policy.

A lot has changed since 1968, not least

of all Exchange and Mart itself, which has

effectively been wiped out by eBay. Reading

through these ads it’s incredible to relect

that within three years or so most of these

scooters would end up on the local tip or

dumped in the canal; to be replaced 30 years

later by an identical model brought in from

Italy. Funny old life.

A L

THE GLORY DAYS
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F
ellow LCGB member (and more hard-

core rider than me, LCGB’s ‘best

supporting member’) Darren Ashford not

only planned his wedding to Casie Brooks,

but had located a Series 3 Lambretta Li125

to restore as his wedding day ride to the

church (now I know what you’re all thinking

– how reliable will it be in getting him there

at all, let alone on time)?

Turning 50 years old recently, Darren recalls

being at school in 1980 and watching sixth

formers arriving on scooters and parking them

in the bike sheds. Hooked from that point on,

Darren (then aged 14) bought a Lambretta

Li150 for just £40 off a friend’s brother; he

rode it home in the dark with no helmet and

stashed it in his Nan’s back garden. Arriving

home from school next day, his mum was

stood waiting for him and kicked-off big time

(let’s just say Darren ended up walking back

the half-a-mile he’d ridden the night before, to

return the scooter and get his £40 back).

In the 1980s, Darren was the proud owner

of Lusty Lady (if anyone remembers her and

anything that has engraving/custom paint –

this is Darren’s favourite style of scooter).

When a friend asked me to photograph his wedding 14
months ago, I thought it’s a fair way off, but no problem,
I’ll put it in the diary; then I remember thinking, hope
the weather’s okay, it’s happening on February 20 –
brrrrrr, chilly!

The Li as originally discovered

He said he takes his hat off to anyone that

takes on a custom scooter project – it’s a

big ask to have the inspiration these days as

nearly every theme has already been done.

The irst time Darren attended a rally was

a snowy ride to Morecombe on a Vespa 90

all on his own. It took eight hours; he carried

no spares and got a puncture at Lancaster,

so he had to walk the inal four miles to the

rally site. Thankfully Pam Jones (wife of the

original CJ Scooters) got him a lift back to his

scoot to make the inal bit of the journey after

a change of wheel.

Darren considers Bridlington to be his

favourite rally, as it’s on a par with the LCGB

events he attends. In 2013 he undertook a

tour of Europe through nine different countries

on his Lambretta – “Brilliant,” he said. His

worst rally has to be Southport 1983; setting-

off from work at 6pm on a Saturday night,

riding his PX125E, it started raining and didn’t

stop the entire trip. When he arrived the

campsite was totally looded so he jumped

back on the scoot and rode down the M6,

arriving home at 3am – mad or hardcore,

some would say.

NICE DAY FOR A WHITE WEDDING...
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Some of the many enjoyable things about

rallies, Darren explained, are the riding-

drinking-banter, etc. but his pet hate is all the

falling-out over daft stuff: “We’re all in the rally

scene for one thing, we all share a passion

for the scooters and in the end have to come

home after the weekend is over.”

Darren has attended the LCGB signing-on

events continually for the last few years and

it was on such an occasion in the New Forest

a couple of years ago when his group of

riders had to stop at Cherwell Valley services

for a break. They were approached by a very

‘well-to-do’ guy who proceeded to give them

the story that he had one of “these scooters”

in his barn which he knew little about. Being

inquisitive, Darren gave him his phone number

and asked if the guy could send him some

photos of it. Three months went by before

the gent got back in touch; and the scooter

turned out to be a Lambretta Li125 in all-

original spec, just as it had left the factory. So

in December 2014, Darren travelled back to

Wales in a van and for £900 came home very

happy with his new scooter.
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The inspiration behind restoring the

scooter back to its original look was his

planned wedding to Casie Brooks – what

better way to arrive at church than on a

brilliant white Li125 Lambretta. It took all

of four weeks to complete – but it did sit

in the garage for a year before Darren

actually started work on the project at

the end of the 2015 scooter season. I

commented: “Four weeks?” His reply was: “I

don’t like to mess about”.

Apart from the Mugello 186 kit and 60mm

crank, the scooter is all-original spec; with the

kit itted it allows Darren to still ride a distance

to a rally at a comfortable pace, but looks

the part. He told me thanks must go to Trev

at BLER for all his assistance. The paintwork

was done by Terry at Race Paint UK, Ilkeston

– what a turnaround, well done! The toughest

part of the rebuild, he said, was moving from

the lovely warm kitchen to the cold garage

(ha ha ha)!

One tip Darren has to pass on to any

budding restoration builders: wire brush all

your scooter’s cast parts and place in full fat

Coke for a couple of weeks; they come up

fantastic – not that Darren is tight, but most

people would get them vapour blasted.

Finishing his project in time for the wedding

to Casie on February 20, 2016, might give him

time to prepare his main rally scooter for the

coming rally season – a 1969 GP with a TS1

225 inside. He also has a 1959 Series 2 with

an RT225 kit itted as a rally back-up bike; he

did have a Lambretta RB250, but it was sold

before last Christmas to make a little room

in the garage – possibly for daughter Olivia’s

replica Cobra scooter.

When I asked him if there was anyone

he’d like to thank it was obvious what he

would say: his beautiful new wife, Casie. She

puts up with a lot and he’s not really looking

forward to her inding out that the new TS1

kit didn’t really cost him £55 all-in! Whoops

– don’t let her see the mag then! They’d both

like to thank all the friends they’ve made

over the years who have helped make the

weekends so enjoyable. Life is for living – do

as much as possible while you’re here – just

what I think Dazzler; hear, hear!

Words/images: Rich Addison



ansield Vespa Club were there

ying to get support for us, but

didn’t really happen. It was

most a case of “yes, very good,

eep it up”.

We then headed for Luton

and the Lambretta rally, but not

far out of Cheltenham disaster

struck; Stan Moore, riding the

SS180 went through a hedge,

sustaining cuts and bruises.

He’d caught the kerb and then

ed. I was in front of him which left

me with the vision of him overtaking me as

he cartwheeled through the air. Fortunately he

wasn’t seriously injured.

He was taken to the local hospital; we

doubled-up on the bikes and also had turns in

the car so that we didn’t always have a pillion.

We tended to keep the Capri solo because of

its lack of performance.

Throughout the ride we didn’t stick to

speciic scooters and would swap and change.

When Stan ended up in hospital it left Mick on

his own on the SS, so we took it in turns to

ride it, to give everybody a break.

The Luton Lambretta rally was a different

matter. Our guys went down there with

uckets, gathering support and we had quite

reception. We left there at 3pm on the

last leg trip. We’d agreed that we’d be

back in Man 7pm so that we would

ve completed th hours.
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shared the driving, plus the six of us on

three scooters. As all the spares were in

the car it meant the scooters travelled light

and we had predetermined petrol stops. We

decided that every so often we’d stop anyway.

We didn’t want to stick together per se; if

someone got ahead we’d meet up at the next
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T
he GS160 in question was a survivor

– low mileage (less than 12,000) and

in reasonable condition for its age.

The objectives surrounding this machine

were debated by the owner and a number of

knowledgeable vintage Vespa enthusiasts.

Not all agreed, but it was decided that the

old GS would be restored to encompass two

objects – safety and reliability. Obviously

these items can be quite global in scope

and open to further interpretation verging

on restoration.

SAFETY
The old Swedish Treleborg tyres and the

ancient tubes would be the irst items to be

discarded; Michelin S83s and Airstop tubes

were to be substituted. This would not alter

the vintage ‘block tread’ look.

So far so good. The rims had been roughly

hand-painted over rust and would also be

removed and re-inished in silver (the colour

is actually called Aluminimio). The spare

rim set, in particular, had been quite badly

damaged by leaching battery acid and was

therefore in dire need of a coat of paint.

The hubs were removed to clean out

any dust and to lubricate pivot points to

improve braking. They turned out to be

remarkably dust-free, but the brake shoes

were partially seized.

The original horn made a pathetic ‘parp’

when sounded and this was discarded for

a perfect matching replica – all bar the

terminals, where the original bullet connectors

had to be substituted for the later spade type.

All the legal lighting requirements (main/dip,

rear light and stop) were working adequately,

so no intervention was felt necessary.

RELIABILITY
This is where disagreements started. This

kicked-off with the irst item examined – the

stand. This quite rusty stand did not want

to retract, so was removed, cleaned-up and,

perhaps should have been replaced after

having been greased-up and with new stand

feet itted. The decision was taken however,

to respray the stand in the silver mentioned

earlier. This, in the wise words of one sage

expert, “removed 50 years of patination” and,

therefore ruined the project. Perhaps, he had

a point, but once undertaken, there was no

going back. This did lead to a large portion

of introspection and acted as a warning with

regards to any other possible ‘restoration for

restoration’s sake’ items for the duration of

rest of the project.

‘ uine GS’ article of last issue and an update
on the trials and tribulations of a seem ng y s mp e t ’
become a minor nightmare.

Murphy’s Law

The paint was cut back with abrasive

paste, but the ‘foxing’ (rust specks grinning

through the paintwork) were often too

prominent to be removed by this hard work.

It is intended to replace the front brake,

clutch and gear cable inners later on in

this project.

The accessories, sadly either broken

and/or rusty, were removed.

A deep clean of the entire chassis and

engine was also necessary, and this is

where Murphy’s Law was inadvertently

invoked. Murphy’s Law (also known as

Sod’s Law) states that what can go wrong

will go wrong. This is a very unfortunate

aspect of life if you have a naturally

optimistic mind-set.

MURPHY STRIKES AGAIN
All the rubber shrouds, frame grommets and

gaskets had almost returned to the earth

where they were taken from and were in a

terminal state of disintegration. These needed

replacement under the ‘reliability’ argument.

The itting of new items would obviously

require every wire, tube or cable that passed

through or around these being removed.

This is quite a long-winded job and the irst

problem arose when the tank was about to be

removed in the time-honoured Vespa fashion

of turning the petrol tap control rod to the

upright ‘main tank’ position, removing the dual

seat and the two remaining bolts to the rear of

the tank lange and easing the tank out from

its back edge. The tank wouldn’t budge!

RESTORATION, OR NOT?
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The broken fuel tap

Petrol tap lever in the up position Tank top: rear two bolts to be removed

Panel clip mechanism greased-up

Tank removed

Oiling the choke cable

5 6

43

21

The irst noticeable defect was the sad

demise of yet another rubber type item – the

chassis-to-petrol tank gasket. This, over years,

had turned to a gluey mass and was holding

the tank in its place in a near death grip.

Judicious application of a large wide-bladed

screwdriver released this irm grip – ruining

the gasket in the process. The tank was now

slightly tilted, but only slightly, as it was now

held at this angle by the petrol pipe itself which

had turned from a lexible tube to a piece of

transparent, hard Bakelite material. This had

to be cut into sections using (above all tools)

garden pruning shears. This freed up the tank.

Something had gone very wrong. The tank

that, thankfully, only held a small amount of

fuel in the ‘reserve’ level was spewing petrol

out of the centre section of the fuel tap.

Very strange.

The fuel taps as itted on to all two-stroke

Vespa-type scooters are of a generic type

and are known, as a learned gentleman once

pointed out, as ‘labyrinth taps’. They are very

simple and are adjustable to a limited extent.

This adjustment allows the rotating centre

section that controls the direction of the actual

low of the fuel to press against a sealing

washer that keeps the device petrol-tight. In

our case, this centre section had given up

the ghost and was now in two broken pieces

allowing the stinky old petrol to pour out of the

middle of the tap.

As luck would have it, this iasco was

occurring outside in the open air!

MURPHY STRIKES
ONCE MORE...
With the tank now removed and empty of

petrol all the cables and wiring exiting from

the tank void could be removed. The choke

cable can be slotted out of the carb choke

mechanism quite easily to allow it to be lightly

oiled, but the throttle cable is best removed

by irst taking off the cylinder cowl that partly

obscures the carburettor to gain access to the

front end of the carb.

Three bolts retaining the cowl were removed

and (guess what) it would not budge – just

like the tank. The cowl was stuck in place.

Judicious tapping using a piece of wood

against the rear edge of the cowl and a large

hammer were tried.

Removing the fuel pipe from carb

7
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Attempting to remove cowl The reason for the dificulty in removing cowl

First attempt at cleaning the crud off the cylinder

Removing the two bolts securing the air ilter base (note carb choke has a paper

towel placed inside to prevent items falling into the engine) Retaining bolts being removed from cylinder cowl

10 11

12

9

8

Heavy blows were inally needed and, very

gradually, the cowl shifted – moving blow-by-

blow towards the front of the hidden cylinder.

There was obviously something badly wrong

here. On examination the cause of the ‘badly

wrong’ bit was blatantly clear. The cylinder and

cylinder head were encrusted with thick oil and

ilth that had the consistency of modelling clay.

The cowl had been, effectively, glued in place

by years of detritus.

As to the cause? We can only surmise

that the carburettor had been leaking over a

prolonged period of time – perhaps the needle

valve had given up on its job, allowing this to

occur. The leaking petrol and oil had mixed with

the dust blown in from the cooling fan and had

totally gummed up the cylinder. How the engine

ran without seizing – it must have overheated –

will forever remain one of life’s mysteries.

THE PROJECT SO FAR...
This remains the story so far. Other small

tasks like the rubber battery cage buffers have

been replaced, as the terminal demise of the

originals had been noted, and was yet another

small defect. The tank cap seal was another

minor replacement task.

The project continues – until the next time!

FOOTNOTES
The incredibly stiff panel securing hooks had

rusted as they passed into their brackets

inside the monocoque of the chassis. These

had self evidently never been lubricated,

even on assembly. A layer of grease on the

springing mechanism and the associated

shafts made their operation far less of a inger

breaking exercise. A small, but niggling point

before being ixed.

The general paint inish from new was not

up to modern standards. The inside of the

panelwork, for instance, including inside the

mudguard, was only very lightly sprayed in

the Tuscan White top coat with the brownish

primer coat grinning through. The inside of

the rims suffered in a similar manner, being in

grey primer, rather than the silver inish on the

outside surface. The black of the seat frame

had even been sprayed without a primer coat!

It remains something of a mystery how rust

had not gained a stronger grip on these poorly

painted parts. It must be surmised that the

lack of salting of the winter roads in Italy had

helped in this respect.

More in the next issue... Vespita
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twin – and a 108º two-stroke lat twin at that.

It was way ahead of anything the competition

had on offer. And in recognition of their

nautical background, Rumi chose the anchor

as their logo.

The low-slung, forward facing engine

a crankcase cast in four parts –

that fou xperience came in handy –
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THE TECHNICAL REVOLUTION

1954 Rumi Scoiattolo



The Rumi Scoiattolo was superceded by the

Formichino (shown on the right) – a much

sought-after scooter these days

The original 125cc motorcycle used a 15mm

Dell’Orto UB carburettor, but the following year

Rumi brought out a sports model with a

carburettor that revved to 6000. A rsport

version followed – with high c ression

cylinder heads and twin g Dell’Orto c
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W
hen he was a young boy of 14,

buying and running a car was an

expensive thing to consider, partly

due to the political and economic situation

that was prevalent at that point in time.

Tourists visiting Mallorca and the local

papers of that time were discussing the

fantastic scooters that could be seen in the

UK at such events as the Scarborough and

Morecambe rallies. These stories stuck in his

mind and created an interest which resulted

in Xisco often doing some ‘scooter spotting’

as they rode past his house.

With all of this on his mind, the decision

was easily made; the easiest way for him to

get around was to buy a scooter – and that

meant either buying a Vespa or Lambretta.

Although Xisco and his mates kept hearing

about all the outstanding and wonderful

scooters that could be found around the

world, the reality was that most local scooters

were often family ‘hand-me-downs’ which

tended to get left the way they were; as such

they mainly got an engine check-over and

a repaint if needed, although a number of

them were just left the way they were. Xisco’s

favoured scooter make and model was the

Vespa Primavera, and so the fact that his irst

scooter was a 1984 vintage Primavera should

come as no surprise.

Over a period of time, Xisco could often be

found thumbing his way through copies of both

Classic Scooterist and Scootering magazines

looking for inspiration. This gave him a few

inspiring ideas and in the spring of 2013, this

turned into reality when he purchased the

1965 Vespa 150 seen in these pictures.

It wasn’t long before the 150 engine was

replaced with engine out of a PX200. Then

other customisations were made – including

the paintwork – all of which were done by

Xisco himself, ordering any necessary bits and

Xisco Clapes – who runs the Xapilles scooter club –
wanted something different to the norm.While most
Mallorcan scooterists would settle for a standard resto job,
he decided to it a PX200 engine into his bike.

with a difference
A Vespa 150

THE GAS MONKEY
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pieces through scooter magazines. The whole

project took him around three months from

start to inish.

The choice of name for the scooter seemed

to come quite naturally, especially as his

family and friends would often ind him working

on one project or another in his garage –

hence the name Gas Monkey was transferred

to his scooter.

Xisco’s advice for starting a project is quite

simple: “You must have patience, plus a lot of

time and love for your project.”

His favourite dealer? Well, it has to be

himself doesn’t it? His enthusiasm for

scooters is infectious: “It can only go

from strength-to-strength – here in Mallorca,

we are open to everyone around the world

to come and join us and we can share all

our ideas. It would be especially lovely if

some of the UK clubs were to come over

to see us.”

Contact with the Xapilles scooter club

can be made by ringing 00 34699 852703

(English speaking).

Words/images: PCJ Fielding

Preston Wildcats SC
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S
ome (like Marc Richardson’s scooter

pictured here at Brid Show, 2015), had

a hitch to pull a model M3A4 general-

purpose utility cart. By adding certain

equipment, the cart could be converted to

carry a .30-cal or .50-cal machine gun or

even an 81mm mortar.

Cushman made 4734 Airborne scooters for

the military beginning in 1944. The rugged,

simple Model 53 could travel through a foot

of water, climb a 25% gradient and had a

range of around 100 miles. After the Model

53 was used during the D-Day landings in

Normandy, France, their use was also part of

the Operation Market Garden and the battle

at Nijmegen in Holland.

One failure that became apparent was the

weight of the scooter (255lb) was far too

great for the parachute used to locate the

scooters in the war zones. This resulted in a

number of the scooters suffering a bent frame

In the later stages of the war in Europe, Allied paratroopers
used scooters to maintain contact between units, increase
mobility, and haul small loads. Cushman Motor Works
designed the Model 53 Airborne scooter to be airdropped
by parachute, or carried by glider.

THE CUSHMAN
Airborne scooter

TECH NOTES

Manufacturer: Cushman Motor Works

Alias: Airborne Scooter

Production run: 4000-5000 units

Model year: 1944-45

Engine: 16M71 single cylinder air-cooled

four-stroke

Displacement: 242cc

Power: 4.6hp

Weight: 255lb

Maximum speed: 40mph

on impact and many were just left in and

around France or Holland.

They were also used during the invasion

of Italy and in later years this little military

scooter was an inspiration to one very special

Italian company.

As written on Vittorio’s Casa Lambretta

website and in printed publications: “The

irst Model A Lambretta left the factory in

Milan in October 1947, nearly a year-and-a

half after its rival, Vespa. Inspired by the

American Cushman scooters, Lambretta is a

small marvel of exclusivity and reinement:

the handlebar contains all the control cables

inside it while the engine is distinguished by

its shaft drive with bevel gears.”

At the end of the war, Cushman continued

to manufacture the model under the name

Cushman Airborne Civilian 53a after making

equipment upgrades.

Words/images: Rich Addison

MODEL 53
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This could be considered as a follow-on article from
our last issue where we showed you how to remove a
Vespa engine…

GS160/SS180
engine strip-down

PROBLEM
SOLVER

1

For comparison purposes, the cylinder head of the SS

is on the left, with the GS version on the right.

INTRODUCTION
The Vespa GS160 and SS180 engines are

very similar; the SS engine is a development

of the earlier 160. It may be of interest to

review these differences. All Vespa engines

are generic so, although these instructions

relate to the GS160/SS180 engine, modern

Vespa engines vary only in detail.

ENGINE VARIATIONS
A: The obvious increase in engine capacity

of approximately 20cc between the GS and

the SS was achieved by increasing the bore

diameter. Transfer port angles were adjusted

to suit this increase in diameter.

B: There was a redesign of the crankshaft

and con rod small end to allow the SS to

have needle roller rather than a phosphor

bronze bush. The circular webs of the GS

crank were also altered to become offset

webs on the SS variant, additionally the angle

of crank nose taper was increased to provide

further strength.

C: To suit the new SS crank taper, a matching

lywheel centre boss was mated onto a

heavier lywheel. The six-bolt instead of the

three-bolt (GS) attachment of the cooling fan

to the lywheel and boss was also introduced

at this stage.

D: The layshaft gearing of the SS was enlarged

by one tooth to increase the inal gear ratios.

Remarkably, the separate gear cogs were

identical for both models.

E: The clutch basket for the SS was

redesigned and stronger springs itted.

F: Electrics were changed so the SS engine

could be run without a battery. The battery,

when itted, powered the parking lights, the

horn and the stop light only. Local national

regulations were the deciding factor with

reference to battery itting, hence the UK had

battery GS and SS versions.

VESPA ENGINE REBUILD
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Rear brake area. Note: three self-tapping screws securing the

brake backplate

Wire locking clip to rear hub locking nut carrier

being removed.

Left: The engine’s reverse face is shown with

its classic round clutch cover. The small

mushroom-shaped cap at the top of the

cover is the clutch/engine breather. This

should be removed and washed out with white

spirit to clear out any congealed oil that might

prevent it equalising vacuum build-up inside

the crankcase when the engine runs. The

11mm nuts (12-off) securing the crankcase

halves together can be removed with their

associated ‘D’ bolts (7-off). (Note: the four

nuts in centre of the casing, behind th

shers to cure t

inner crankcase nuts).

Rear brake plate and ‘top hat’ rubber seals removed.

Castellated rear hub locking nut (left-hand thread).

This item can be removed by tapping around with the

aid of a lat-nosed punch and hammer, but a special

peg spanner tool is shown being used.

Left: Gentle tapping with a hide mallet around the casings will

gradually split the two crankcase halves. This pic shows the

internals featuring the crank the lay-shaft and main-shaft. Do not

prise apart, as this will damage the mating surfaces.

Top hat seals and thin plate from behind the brake operating shaft seal.

Rear hub locking nut showing rear oil seal in place.

Our step-by-step picture and/or instructions

shows the sequence of events required to

revitalise the engine. The engine in question

is from an SS180; all cowlings had previously

been removed, as had the cast iron barrel,

cylinder head, lywheel and stator (see opening

image). Please note that the precise sequence

of the strip can be varied; the sequence shown

is for reference only.

Very few specialist tools are required

SS in ut a clutch

extractor is a ‘must’ and we suggest buy

the cheap clutch-holding tool to help matters

as well. Vespita

ENGINE STRIP & WORN PART REPLACEMENT:
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Rear hub bearing now visible.

Rear hub/main shaft bearing can now be tapped-out using a suitably shaped

drift. Application of heat from a blowlamp or electric paint stripper is sometimes

recommended, but not always necessary.

Layshaft and attached gearing being removed.

Main shaft being removed after being tapped through the hub bearing using a

hide mallet.

Tab washer that locks the layshaft and secures the

retaining nut on the end of it is seen at the centre

of picture.

Picture showing layshaft locked in position by a locking washer.

Main shaft after removal from the crankcase.

14mm hex nut on the end of the layshaft being

removed after removal of tab washer.

Right: Removing bearing retaining circlip from layshaft assembly.

10
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Left: The double row layshaft bearing can now be knocked-out by lightly tapping the shaft end with a hide

mallet from the side shown. This bearing rarely fails, so replacement is not usually necessary.

Right: Inside of clutch (note bronze operating

pad in centre of cover). This is loose – a sliding it

in its housing.

14mm clutch retaining shouldered nut is now visible.

a n

Clutch in situ with cover removed.

Release clutch cover by removing three M6 bolts.

Left: The centre pressure plate is held by its wire clip. Unhook and remove the

plate to reveal the clutch-retaining nut. Take care not to lose the brass actuating

pad, which is loose inside the middle of the clutch cover (ixing this in its housing

with a blob of grease is a good idea).
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“Very few specialist

tools are required to

work on a GS/SS engine,

but a clutch extractor is

a ‘must’...”
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Clutch removed – note the woodruff key (visibly

larger than the one associated with the lywheel).

Remove this key and keep safely.

The bare crank and piston assembly.

Below: Remove the four gear wheels,

which are held in place on the main

shaft by a large circlip. Stack these

gear wheels in the order of removal

and the correct way up to avoid

confusion on reassembly.

Behind the clutch is a domed washer. Note the

position, as it must be replaced in a similar manner

(domed head facing out from the crank).

Not pictured. Remove piston by gently

heating the piston crown after removing the

gudgeon pin circlips and pushing out the gudgeon

pin. The SS180 gudgeon pin runs in a needle roller

within the con rod small end. The GS160 small end

is itted with a phosphor bronze eye as a bearing for

the gudgeon pin.

The pen shown is pointing towards the bent tab

washer that prevents the gear selector holding pin

from rotating loose. This washer must be bent back

to its original lat form to allow the pin to be undone

(IMPORTANTLY, it should be noted that this pin is

threaded into the gear box cruciform using a LEFT-

HAND THREAD). Undo this pin with an 11mm open

ended spanner and remove it. The cruciform will now

be loose but still trapped inside the hollow gearbox

shaft. The pin removal is most easily done with the

shaft clamped in a vice with soft jaws.

[Tip: The tab washer is a tough beast and in an

awkward position, so a sharp-but-strong tool is

needed to get behind it to commence lattening it

out… Try an old woodworking chisel to start this

process off].

The crank being gently tapped-out of the crankcase

from clutch side of main bearing (using a hide faced

mallet).

Left: The opposite (gearbox) side of

the crankcase that would reveal the

main bearing oil seal’s large thin

metal plate. Picture is of the seal.

The clutch nut being undone (use 14mm thin walled socket or box spanner).

The clutch should be locked in place during removal by the hooked holding tool

seen here at the top of the clutch housing (this tool can be also used to hold the

lywheel from rotating and is a universal tool across the Vespa range).

With the clutch nut removed (including its associated spring washer), the clutch

extractor tool can be screwed into the centre of the clutch. Again a special

clutch-holding tool is being used, but has been reversed this time to counteract

the rotation of the clutch when pressure is put on the centre bolt of the extractor

in order to remove the clutch. The alternative method (as used on more modern

Vespas, those without a suitable threaded area for the extractor) is to use two car

tyre levers to prise-off the clutch. However, this can cause damage to the clutch

housing if not done with care.
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BEARINGS
Clutch side crankshaft: 25x62x12 – 1 off (613912 = 98305). Part no. 59210.

Crankshaft flywheel side: roller bearing. Part no. 58800.

Clutch: 40 loose rollers. Part no. 18973.

Main shaft hub side: 20x52x15 X1 (6304-2RS1). Part no. S.7080.

Main shaft gear side: needles, cage and bush. Part nos. 52757 (cage), 52761 (bush).

Layshaft wheel/hub side: 212x37x17 – 1 off (difficult to find). Part no. S.7153.

Layshaft flywheel side: needles, cage and bush. Part nos. 52795 (cage), 52760 (bush).

SS small end: needle roller. Part no. 111104.

OIL SEALS
Crankshaft clutch side: 32x57x61x6 – 1 off (made by NTK: 4545SC5). Part no. 77975.

Crankshaft flywheel side: 24.9 x45x6 – 1 off, 5 52x32x5 – 1 off.

Drive shaft: 30x40x7. Part no. 94119. Fitted into castellated nut.

Kick-start shaft: Part no. S.6721.

The old Cush drive, showing plates; springs; spring locating

pins and the halves of the Cush drive gear (layshaft and

outer gear ring). This is taken apart by drilling-out the heads

of six countersunk retaining rivets and punching them free

of the gear, thus, releasing two thin supporting discs that

hold the gear halves together. Visible evidence of failure of

the engine shock absorber within the cush drive gear may

be apparent by loose or bulging side plates (which can rub

on adjacent surfaces in extreme conditions), or excessive

movement between the two halves of the gear (1mm is okay).

Either way a repair should be undertaken. A repair kit is

cheap, but iddly. It’s not unknown for Cush drive springs to

break-up, escape from their riveted enclosure and wander

around the gearbox to cause an engine-destroying lock-up.

Similarly, the adjacent layshaft roller bearing can

be removed, but tends to suffer little wear. This is a

roller bearing and is available as a spare part.

Cush drive repair kit. Firstly re-mesh the two halves of the gear proper and, using a screwdriver to

compress the ends of the new springs, squeeze the six springs into the six ‘windows’ between the

gear halves.When correctly in place the springs should sit lush with the sides of the assembled unit.

Line-up the holes in the two thin steel side plates with the holes in the gear (note that the countersunk

drillings in the plates must face outwards). Locate one rivet through the plate and gear assembly. Nip-

up the rivet by squeezing it irmly in the vice. Locate the next rivet into the hole in the gear opposite

the irst rivet and repeat the operation in the vice.Work around the gear repeating the above method.

Finally, snug the rivets lush with the plate/gear face by tapping the rivet heads with a hammer.

Main shaft (kick-shaft side of engine): in rare cases

this roller bearing assembly may need replacement. This

bearing (in fact, three sets of spare parts – loose rollers,

cage and retaining washer/seal – has recently been made

available from SIP. There’s actually very little load on this

bearing and it does not wear appreciably, so replacement is

rarely necessary.

The gearbox cruciform has been machined to have two opposing square cross-sectioned arms with

the alternative two arms of a round cross-section. Rotating the round arm through 90º will allow the

cruciform to be guided free from the slots in the main shaft. On reassembly, to prevent the cruciform

rotating, the cruciform must be replaced so that the square raised section cast into its top side slots

into the matching groove in the telescopic selector shaft. This, when correctly located, will inally be

held in this position when the retaining pin is screwed into place and the tab washer bent up to lock

the assembly in place (this tab washer is, for some reason, not available as a spare part, so be careful

with the old one). This procedure will only be found necessary if the squared-off ends of the cruciform

(as seen projecting through the shaft slots in the assembled state) have been rounded-off by wear.

In this worn, rounded condition, the cruciform is liable to slip between the gear pinions as the engine

turns.When this happens the scooter will tend to jump out of gear when ridden.
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•NEWS•
Who are the BSSO?

The BSSO hosts the only scooter
circuit racing championships in

Britain, organising competitions at
a variety of race tracks located

all over the country.
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For race enthusiasts, this sport is two-stroke heaven;

for scooter tuning companies, it provides the perfect

opportunity to test (and showcase) both their new and

existing products to an audience of potential purchasers.

The parts might start off life on the track but they could

easily end up on road-going scooters.

Circuit racing has undergone somewhat of a revival over

the past few years – and if you’ve never been to a race

meeting, then you need to go along and watch some of the

most exciting racing to be found anywhere in the world.

And if you’ve ever considered the idea of becoming one

of the racers, then you can have a little taster of what it’s

like to ride around one of the famous sporting circuits (like

Cadwell Park for instance). At British Historic Racing (BHR)

ixtures there are ‘PR5’ parades for road-going scooters

(approx £30 entry), and ‘PR6’ (approx £120) for race

speciication scooters. For more information on how to

enter visit www.scooterracing.org.uk

.

VENUE DATE CIRCUIT POSTCODE CIRCUIT PHONE NO

Mallory Practice Day (BHR) Fri March 18 LE9 7QE 01455 502214

Croft (NEMCRC) Sat/Sun April 2/3 DL2 2PL 01325 721815

Mallory Park (BHR) Sat/Sun April 9/10 LE9 7QE 01455 502214

East Fortune (NEMCRC) Sat/Sun May 14/15 EH51 9JT 01670 362267

Darley Moor (BHR) Sat/Sun May 21/22 DE6 2ET 01246 866537

Cadwell Park (BHR) Fri-Sun June 24-26 LN11 9SE 01507 343248

Lydden Hill (BHR) Sat/Sun July 16/17 CT4 6ET 01304 830557

Cadwell Park (Derby Phoenix) Sat/Sun Aug 20/21 LN11 9SE 01507 343248

Cadwell Park (BHR) Sat/Sun Sept 24/25 LN11 9SE 01507 343248

The BSSO have said they are pleased to announce that

Casa Lambretta will be sponsoring them for the second year

running in the Group 4, Group 6 classes and in the overall

championship.

Casa Lambretta will be competing in the championships,

following on from their successes at Lydden Hill in 2014 and

also at Cadwell Park in September 2015.

A new class has also been announced for 2016 – the LCGB Production

Class, which is supported and sponsored by the Lambretta Club of Great

Britain. Backing them behind the scenes are a range of businesses

championed by Andy Francis, AF Rayspeed and VE (UK) – all of whom

are supporting this class with a huge range of scooter parts being made

available to entrants at cost price; a full list of this was published in

the previous issue of Classic Scooterist, but it is also available online at

www.scooterracing.org.uk along with other related class information.

EVENT SPONSORS

2016 BSSO FIXTURE LIST
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RIDER SPONSOR CLASS

Darren Conneely Replay

Racing

Overall Champion and

Group 4 Champion

Damon Tunnicliffe SRP Group 6 Champion

Ryan Clipstone PSN Group 6A Auto

Champion

Justin Price PSN Group 10 Auto

Champion

Steven Last SRP Street Class Champion

ABOVE: The Casa

Lambretta team

RIGHT: Team Replay’s

Paul ‘Chalky’ White

and Darren Conneely

Damon Tunnicliffe,

Group 6 Champion

Justin Price, Group

10 Auto Champion

SPONSORS

REIGNING 2015 CHAMPIONS
(also competing in 2016)

PICTURES
FROM

THE 2016 BSSO

AGM

Ryan Clipstone, Group

6a Auto Champion



Most Group 6 circuit racing
Lambrettas run 250cc plus
motors; some are also water
cooled – but Steve Conneely and
Chalky White of Replay Racing
had other ideas. A unique frame
on a lightweight bodyshell built
around the RB20 small engine
casing was bringing something
new to British tracks.

FROM HUMBLE
BEGINNINGS
Steve remembers being at school in 1982

when his teacher brought a small frame into

the classroom for technical studies and (as

he put it) to ‘do it up’. Then Steve’s mum

met a new chap whose son brought a custom

Lambretta 225 into their house. From that

day on, Steve’s life revolved around scooters.

By the time Steve was 17 he’d become

the proud owner of a modest 1974 Vespa

Primmy purchased from some old guy down

the street – he thinks he paid about £200 for

it. Getting it home, he started the engine up,

slammed it in gear – and then rode straight

through the shed door at the bottom of the

garden – whoops!

With many scooters to turn his head,

Steve still feels his favourite model is the

Innocenti Lambretta DL/GP, possibly themed

with custom artwork and engraving (just

awesome). Second choice would be a trick

engineered chopper.

Turning 18 saw Steve setting-off for his

irst rally (Morecambe 1983) on a PX150 with

mates wearing MA1 jeans and a ‘piss-pot’

lid, Halfway to their destination, they came

up behind what Steve could only describe

as “a group of greasy bikers” wearing cut-

off denims over leather jackets (including

patches). On closer inspection he realised

they were all scooterists, riding choppers

(something he hadn’t expected on his irst

rally). When they pulled over, they soon found

they all had some common ground to talk

about – scooters were all they cared about

back then.

The following year was possibly the worst

time Steve ever had during a rally weekend.

It was Skegness; during 18 hours riding there

on the back of a 50 Special, he had to leap

off on hills, got lost numerous times, then

had to kip in a freezing cold car park under

the stars. To top it off they crashed on the

return leg home (sorry Oggy for letting that

out, says Steve). He’s attended the IoW

rally around 18 times over the years, but

his most enjoyable event would have to be

Woolacombe 2004 on his recently restored

GP 200 6v – up/down Porlock Hill, a superb

ride with loads of fantastic memories.

Steve has been in and around scooters for

the last 33 years without a break and sharing

his addiction with partner Debbi has been

part of the fun. They’ve seen many scene

changes over the last 10 years with many

enthusiasts returning to the scene which

helps makes the rallies successful. But for

Steve it’s all about the machines themselves

– which brings us to The Saw.

WHAT’S IN A NAME?
This incredible beast got its name after Steve

had a conversation with Chalky White, builder

of the race RB20 Lambretta engine. It was

the early part of 2015 when he irst heard

the engine on the dyno in Replay Scooters

workshop: “It sounds like a bloody chainsaw,”

Chalky shouted – hence The Saw was born.

The scooter is based around an Innocenti

Lambretta 1965 Li 150 Special designed

for the BSSO Group 6 race class for the

2015 season. The inspiration for the project

was he really wanted a near full frame

prototype Group 6 Lambretta based on the

small block RB tuned top end kit from AF

Rayspeed, with the engine built and tuned

by Chalky at Replay Scooters. It had to be

light with an adjustable over-frame, and be as

aerodynamic as possible.

TAKING IT TO
THE EXTREME
It took Steve and Chalky ive months to build.

The frame was the most frustrating project

ever taken on. Being a one off, most parts

had to be hand-made to it and most of them

were done ‘in-house’.

AN INSPIRATIONAL TWIST

WWW.CLASSICSCOOTERIST.COM
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TECH SPEC TITBITS

● Targa line front adjustable and rear adjustable shockers

● Front one-off legshield brackets made at 45º to reduce drag

● Shortened headstock

● One-off Renthal handlebar and riser clamp

● Fibreglass GP legshield body kit

● GRP race panels, mudguard, and seat

(all from Chris at GRP Scooter Parts)

● Lightened rear ally footboards and rear brake hangers

● Small block Lambretta Spanish casing

● AF RB20 cylinder kit tuned by Chalky (Replay Scooters)

● 34mm VHSB carb

● 62mm Replay Racing race crank and bearings

● Replay Racing cylinder head

● Prototype Selettra ignition with switchable map from

Replay Racing

● One-off through the frame exhaust with TZ end can

● LTH clutch system with race springs

● Exhaust gas temp sensor

● Standard and close ratio gearboxes itted to suit each race track

The Saw wasn’t completed for the start of the

2015 season and Steve only got a few laps’

practice at Croft race circuit before a meeting

– raining on the Saturday before the main

racing started wasn’t the best preparation for

a 100mph racing scooter.

As the season progressed, many changes

appeared on the machine; the over-frame was

irst to be altered, being thinned an extra 50mm

down the bike’s spine and brackets designed for

a different angle also being made adjustable.

There are too many other high-spec bits to

mention here, so we’ve listed as many as we

can in a separate spec panel. Let’s just say the

bike reached 107mph top speed on the main

straight at Croft – wow! To prove a point, with

all this tech (and being a prototype) the scooter

was unbelievably reliable with only two DNFs

throughout the whole 2015 racing season.
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Steve would like to thank the following:

● Chalky, Rich, Ciro and Simo at Replay

Scooters (Replay Racing)

● Harry Gibson at PPS

● Rex Caunt Racing

● Harry Barlow (Pro Porting)

● Tino Sacchi (Lambretta.it)

● Halex Finishing,

● Paul (Northants Scooter Products)

● Paul Gillow (Oiltech)

● Chris (GRP Scooter Parts)

● Midland Surface Finishing

● Also Jonny Gilbert, Phil Tonks, Mark

Cook, Andy Bray, Daz Kane and Stuart

Day (for his avgas)

● The BSSO (for allowing the machine

to be raced at all)

● And last, but certainly not least,

soulmate Debbi for supporting him

all the way on those cold winter

nights in the shed!

The scooter with its Jaguar French blue

paintwork (all done by Steve himself) became

a real talking point in the paddock. All Chalky’s

tuning on the kit was kept secret, but I bet

most of the other Group 6 racers were amazed

at what they’d achieved with the baby RB kit,

compared to larger 260 track builds.

This sort of project is a little extreme to say

at the least – Steve explains just how hard

taking on something like this is: “I suppose the

late cold dark nights in the shed are always hard

on the soul and a relationship – not knowing if

what we were doing was the right thing when

developing something completely unique, or

even how it will ride and perform on the circuits.

“Extreme motivation is required for this kind of

work – and of course plenty of coffee”.

Looking at what has been gained by Steve

and Chalky (and the rest of the contributors

to The Saw’s success, it’s maybe changed the

whole perspective on racing Lambrettas at the

top end of the sport.

For Steve, the more scooter sport coverage

in the magazines the better – maybe ‘meet

the riders and their machines’ features – but

anything to promote the sport. It really is great

fun and very, very addictive.

Words/images: Rich Addison

THANKS &

MENTIONS



If you ow t so point ou’ll need to remove
the engine, whether it’s to carry out repairs, replace parts or upgrade it.

A
number of jobs can be carried out with

the engine in situ, but it’s often easier

with the engine on the workbench.

Also, if you are getting someone else to do

the work on the engine, it’s often easier to

just transport the engine rather than the

whole scooter!

Removing the engine is a simple process,

made easier if you have an extra set of hands

towards the end, but not impossible on

your own if you’re careful. The main thing to

remember is that all cables, pipes and wiring

need to be disconnected before the engine

can be separated from the frame. There’s

nothing worse than being stuck lifting the

frame off the engine, only to realise the fuel

pipe is still attached!

Tool-wise you’re just going to need a

selection of spanners, sockets, Allen keys, and

possibly a hammer and drift, depending on

when the main engine bolt was last removed

(it can be quite troublesome to remove). A top

tip here is to remember to lubricate the engine

bolt with some copper grease or similar,

when the time comes to reit your engine. The

same should be used on the shock absorber

mounting pins.

The Lambretta engine

is a simple design

and mounts to the frame via

a main engine bolt at the

front and the shock absorber

at the rear; to remove

the engine you’ll need to

disconnect all cables/wires

and fuel pipes irst.

First job is to remove the fuel pipe from the carburettor. If there’s a jubilee clip itted, undo this irst; then after

ensuring the fuel tap is turned off, pull the pipe off. There may be a small amount of fuel in the pipe, so catch

this in a container.

1

MBRETTA ENGINE
Removing a

2

PROBLEM
SOLVER

LAMBRETTA ENGINE REMOVAL
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The throttle cable will also have to be removed, but if you don’t need the

carburettor to stay with the engine then you could leave it connected and just

undo the clamp that secures the carburettor to the manifold.

To make removing the clutch cable easier, you can release the trunnion from the end of the operating lever.

Use a spanner (20/21mm) to lever the operating arm and then release the trunnion, then use an Allen key to

remove the trunnion from the cable.

With the clamp undone then you should be able to remove the carburettor

from the engine. Once the carburettor is off the engine take care that there’s

no petrol left in the loat bowl that could spill onto the paintwork and place it

clear of the engine.

Before pulling the cables out completely, it’s worth

labelling the gear ones to make reassembly a little

easier, especially if this is your irst time swapping

an engine over. A simple bit of tape to tell you

which cable is which will save a few minutes head-

scratching later on!

If there’s an air ilter itted, then remove this from the carburettor, and then the

choke cable can be removed. Use a 10mm spanner to undo the choke cable

housing, then pull it clear of the carburettor.

Moving around to the other side of the engine, use an Allen key to undo the

trunnions securing the gear cables to the swivel assembly. A 10mm spanner may

be needed to hold them while the grub screws are undone.

5 6

7

8
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Staying on the right-hand side of the scooter, use a

24mm socket or spanner to undo the nuts holding

the rear shock absorber. Undo both top and bottom

nuts and remove along with the large washers.

Undo all the electrical wires; start with the earth strap, which should be attached

to one of the lywheel cowling bolts. Use either a screwdriver if the original style

bolts are itted, or an 8mm spanner.

Push the inner and outer cable back through the

engine block; this should release the top hat which

stops the outer cable pulling through the engine

casing. This is much easier than if you have an

original style set-up.

Again using a pair of 24mm spanners or sockets, undo the main engine bolt nut

securing the engine to the frame. Do not remove the nuts completely just yet.

Follow the wires from the stator plate to the coil and CDi unit and remove the

applicable wires; you may need to cut-off any cable ties or similar that may be

securing the loom in place.

If you’re still running an original style brake cable

and adjuster then you’ll need to undo the pinch

bolt on the rear brake pedal and then pull the

cable through from the rear with the adjuster still

connected.

To ensure that the engine bolt can be withdrawn easily, use a hammer to tap the

engine bolt. Ensure that the nut is still itted on a few threads to ensure you don’t

damage the thread. If the bolt is tight, try applying some WD-40 or similar, then

tap the bolt from both sides to get it moving freely.

With the nut removed completely, remove the rear brake trunnion from the brake

lever. With this removed from the cable you can then push the complete cable

assembly back through the engine block.

We’ve itted one of the new style quick action replacement rear brake cables that

has the threaded section built into the cable. Use a 10mm spanner to undo the

nut while holding the cable secure with some grips.

10
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To make life easier when dropping the engine out of

the frame, support the frame rear. We used a block

of wood and an old car scissor jack which was raised

just enough to support the rear of the frame.

With the engine now separated from the frame, you can then lift the scooter clear

of the engine, or if you have an assistant, they can pull the engine away from the

scooter while you lift the rear end up.

With that done you can then pull the rear

shock absorber off the scooter. With the rear

supported, you’ll be able to remove the shock

absorber completely without the rear of the frame

dropping down.

To keep the scooter mobile so we can move it

around the workshop, we attached a frame dolly.

These connect between the main engine mounting

point on the frame and the top shock absorber

mounting pin. These can be purchased from a variety

of scooter specialists.

The last wire to remove is the spark plug lead; pull

this free of the plug. Make one last check around

the engine to ensure everything has been removed

properly and there’s nothing now connecting the

scooter to the engine.

Use either a drift to tap the engine bolt out or some grips to pull it out. You’ll

ideally need someone to support the front of the engine for you, or alternatively,

place a block of wood or similar under it so that when the engine bolt is fully

extracted it won’t drop to the loor.

23
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TOOLS

To remove a Lambretta engine you’ll need some basic tools. A selection of spanners, Allen

keys, hammer and screwdrivers. A container to hold all the nuts, washer, trunnions etc, is

also a must-have and will make refitting the engine later on much easier as you’ll still have

all the parts to hand.



SCOOTER CLUBS & MEETING PLACES
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AYRSHIRE
KILMARNOCK SCOOTER CLUB

Genuinely friendly club with regular runs

and rallies attended. No matter what

you ride you’ll be welcome with us. Info:

scottmontgomery717@btinternet.com

AVON
BRISTOL LAMBRETTA CLUB

Meet irst Sunday of month at Nova

Scotia pub, Bristol BS1 6XJ from 11-4pm.

Email admin@bristollambretta.com or call

Denbigh Mudge (01275 37154) or Peter

Billy (0117 904 9876).

ESSEX
CHELMSFORD SC

Meet irst/third Thurs of month at The

Bird in Hand pub, NewWrittle Street,

Chelmsford (near Essex County Cricket

Ground) from 8.30pm. Phone 07940

440773 or email ChelmsfordSC@aol.com

for info.

FLINTSHIRE
THE NORTHERN ACES SC

Deeside (North Wales border).We

welcome all classic scooterists. Meet Weds

at the Castle Inn (Hendeys), Brook Road,

Shotton, Flintshire CH5 1HL. Contact Rich

01244 823112 or Coaty 07872 953780.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE
GLOUCESTER & CHELTENHAM SC

Meet Weds evenings at the Aviator pub,

Staverton Airport at 7pm for a weekly

rideout, commencing at 7.30pm.All

scooter riders welcome.Weekend rideouts

to national rallies and local events.

Info: Andy (07546 485534), Simon

(07803 035549), or see Gloucester &

Cheltenham SC Facebook page for details.

HAMPSHIRE
GRENADIERS SC

Always welcomes new members in the

Farnborough/Camberley areas. Contact

Andy on 01252 679546

(www.grenadiers-sc@virginmedia.com)

IN THE BLOOD SC

Based in Bordon, Hants, the club holds

regular meets and events – all are

welcome. Contact Biscuit on 07841

037579 for details.

ISLE OF MAN
ISLE OF MAN SC

Meet at The Cat With No Tail pub in

Douglas and attend local events and

rideouts twice a month. Contact John Kelly

on 07624 465345 for info, or visit

www.iomscooterclub.com

KENT
WHITFIELDWANDERERS

‘Underground, all around’. Based in

Whitield, near Dover. All scooterists

welcome whatever you ride. Visit

www.thewandererssc.co.uk or email

jshall71@sky.com for more info.

LANCS/CUMBRIA
MORECAMBE BAY SC

Meet Morecambe promenade west for

a drink and a chat; friendly atmosphere,

come along and see for yourself. Meetings

are Thursday nights at 7pm.Autos also

welcome. Info: steve_hare@outlook.com

TROJAN SC

Covering Morecambe and surrounding

areas. Meetings usually irst Thursday of

month.Website: www.trojan-sc.co.uk/index

.html or contact via Twitter (@trojan_sc).

LINCOLNSHIRE
GENERATIONS SC

The club welcomes all makes of

scooters and their riders. Visit our

Facebook group at www.facebook.com/

groups/1542685005972015 for full

details of our rideouts and events.

LONDON
EAST LONDON & DISTRICT SC

For more information please contact

Nutty Paul via email (sirpaulconway@

gmail.com), or phone 07904

349813/07561 569444.

FORESTERS SC, EAST LONDON/ESSEX

New members always welcome. Club

meetings are held onWednesday nights from

6.30pm onwards at The Horse andWell Pub,

566/568 High Road,Woodford Green, Essex

IG8 OP5. Info: Martin 07957 663681

www.mik016.wix.com/foresterssc

NEW ORIGINALS SC

Classic scooter club in North London.Meet

betweenApril-Sept on the irst Thursday of the

month (weather permitting) from 7pm at The

Starting Gate Pub,Station Road,Alexandra

Palace,Wood Green N22 7SS.Newmembers

always welcome.Contact Brad on 07847

273230 or Martin on 07866 716399.Visit

www.myspace.com/neworiginalssc

ROYAL BRITISH LEGION SC

Based in Enield EN1, London. For

more info contact Nutty Paul via email

(sirpaulconway@gmail.com), or phone

07904 349813/07561 569444.

MERSEYSIDE
MERSEYSIDE LAMBRETTA CLUB

Back in Longmoor Lane, Liverpool, after a

40-year absence. Meets Mondays 7.30pm

to 9pm at P J Oakleys, 132 Longmoor

Lane L9 0EJ for light refreshments and

cool beers.All welcome. Club T-shirts and

scooter lags (as original) available soon.

Info: 0151 521 6221/07846 728821

innocentisx200@btinternet.com

MIDLANDS
EMSA (EAST MIDLANDS SCOOTER ALLIANCE)

Looking after the interests of scooter clubs

and individuals in the East Midlands.

Email eastmidlandscooteralliance@

hotmail.com or search Facebook for ‘East

Midlands Scooter Alliance (EMSA)’

NORWICH
NORWICH SC

Meet on the irst Monday of the month

from 7pm at The Fat Cat & Canary Pub,

101 Thorpe Road, Norwich NR1 1TR.

Solo riders and other clubs are welcome;

we look forward to seeing new scooters

and meeting their owners. Info:

www.norwichsc.webs.com

NORTHERN IRELAND
MOVIN’TARGETS SC

Based in Bangor, County Down, we have

over 40 members – making us one of

the biggest clubs in Ireland.Within our

membership, we have a great diverse

collection of lads and ladies from all

walks of life. Info: www.facebook.com/

movintargetsscooterclub/

NORTH WALES
BORDERS
NORTHERN ACES SC

Deeside (North Wales border), we

welcome all classic geared scooters. Meet

Wednesdays at Tata Steel Sports & Social

Club, Rowley’s Drive, Shotton, Flintshire

CH5 1PU. Contact Rich (01244 823112)

or Coaty (07872 953780).



Advertise your club meeting here free of charge! (Entries

guaranteed for two issues only – after that, please send

an update). Email mauspencer@classicscooterist.com

Advertise your club meeting here free of charge!

(Entries guaranteed for two issues only – after that, please

send an update). Email mauspencer@classicscooterist.com
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NOTTS
WORKSOP MOD APPRECIATION SOCIETY

Meet Wednesday nights at The Sherwood
Ranger, High Road, Carlton in Lindrick.
Anyone is welcome to join them for a
drink and a chat. Info: Al or Dave, 0754
124386, 07935 433454.

OXON
RED KITES SC (THAME)

Meet every Wednesday at The Falcon
in Thame – everyone who comes along
is made welcome. Contact via www.
redkites-sc.co.uk / Call Sam Gee (07799
637629) / Serena (07920 056358)

SCOTLAND
A92 VESPA CLUB

Based in Tayside.We have an organised
rideout starting from Dundee on the last
Sunday of every month. Everyone welcome.
Club secretary: Paul Hird, 07850 135618.
Website www.a92vespaclub.proboards.com
KILMARNOCK SC

For rides, general scooter chat and get
togethers, regular meetings and support for
fellow scooterists, contact Colin Austin at
kilmarnocksc@gmail.com/07967 152725/
Facebook: Kilmarnock Scooter Club

STAFFORDSHIRE
NORTH STAFFS JESTERS SC, LEEK

Meet every Thursday for local rideouts at The
Cock, Derby St, Leek from 7.15pm onwards.
Info: Steph – 07817 429616 / stefcallear@
tiscali.co.uk/www.Jesterssc.co.uk/Facebook

SUSSEX
THE LAST GREAT ACT OF DEFIANCE SC

Mod-related club that has roots in the
Mod Revival era and still going strong.
Based in Crawley,West Sussex and the
surrounding areas. Lambretta and Vespa
classic scooters with do’s and events
organised regularly. All welcome. Find
‘Deiance Scooter Club’ on Facebook &
Twitter or visit the website.

WALES
SWANSEA SCOOTER SOCIETY

We primarily stage Mod, ska and northern
soul events in the Swansea and South
West Wales region of the UK – so that
people have a friendly place to go and
can socialise with other like-minded
individuals. Our meetings and rideouts
usually take place on Saturdays and/or
Sundays (weather permitting). Visit
www.swanseascootersociety.co.uk

WARWICKSHIRE
ALL OR NOTHING SC

Meet the irst Tuesday of the month at The
CraftsmanArms, Beake Avenue, Coventry.
Also the third Tuesday of the month at The
Grifin, Coventry Road, Bedworth (B4113).
Visit www.aonsc.co.uk for further information.

WEST MIDLANDS
PRE-73

Check out www.westmidlands
vintagescooterandmotorcyclemeet.
webeden.co.uk for diary dates of
pre 73 events.

NATIONAL CLUBS
LUNA OWNERS CLUB

Do you own a Lui, Vega or Cometa? If you
do email Pete Davies at peted66@aol.com
and send your machine details.
NEW UNTOUCHABLES

Twenty-irst century modernism and Sixties
Mod culture. Visit www.newuntouchables
.com for more information.

VESPA CLUB OF BRITAIN

We invite all Vespa, Piaggio and Gilera
scooter owners to come along and join us;
also to become a member of the World
Vespa Club through the Vespa Club of
Britain. Info: www.vespaclubofbritain.co.uk
(World Vespa Club website:
www.vespaworldclub.com).
VETERAN VESPA CLUB

Catering for all classic Vespa enthusiasts
around the UK.Website contact: www.
veteranvespaclub.com Email contact:
membership@veteranvespaclub.com

NATIONAL ORGANISATIONS
BSSO

The British Scooter Sports Association
runs events throughout the UK for all
scooters – automatic or classic, solo or
sidecar. There are events for both off-road
Scootacross events and high speed racing
events at many of the UK’s best known
race circuits. Visit www.scooterracing.org.
uk for more information.
HEINKEL CLUB

Heinkel Club – Tourist scooter help, advice
wanted or given. Rallies, parts, magazines,
etc. wanted.Website: www.heinkel-trojan-
club.co.uk (01482 806405).
LML OWNERS CLUB, GB

Can be found at www.lmlocgb.co.uk
Membership is a simple matter of
registering at the Forums via the link on
the front page.
THE VFM

An organisation of active scooterists
dedicated to keeping scootering alive in
the world. Email vfmscoot2@aol.com or
visit their website at www.vfmscoot.co.uk
for further information.

OVERSEAS CLUBS
AUSTRALIA
COASTAL SCOOTER CLUB (CSCSRWA)

Based in Rockingham,Western Australia
(south of Perth). A club for all scooters
– old and modern, from 50cc upwards.
Formed to cater for all scooterists south
of the Swan River suburbs. Meet once a
month and sometimes Sunday mornings
at the Boat Ramp Café Safety Bay WA.
All scooterists welcome. Club open to
young and old male/female scooterists.
Info: sistraker@hotmail.com or mobile:
0449770845.
LAMBRETTA CLUB OF AUSTRALIA

Australia’s oficial and internationally
recognised Lambretta Club, with members
from every state and territory. Beneits
include club vendor scheme, quarterly
newsletter, internet forum and Lambretta
advice. Visit www.lambrettaclubaustralia.
com or contact: Max Box (president) –
max_invincible@hotmail.com
or Mark Williamson (secretary) –
mark.awilliamson@yahoo.com
MALLORCA

XAPILLES SCOOTER CLUB

(Formerly Ruters SC). Based in Mallorca,
the club has many different scooters
from all over Spain and beyond. Our
membership welcomes you with open
arms offering things such as mechanical
or technical advice (or just to come along
for the stunningly beautiful rideouts).
Call Paul on 00 34699 852703 (English
speaking).
MELBOURNE CRUSADERS SCOOTER CLUB

Melbourne’s largest and most active
scooter club. Regular fortnightly meetings
and a rideout on the third Sunday of every
month. Visit www.melbournecrusaders.
org or contact Sam Ross via email:
madsoulscooters@yahoo.com.au for info.

Aberdeen Classic Scooter Collective

was started by four like-minded

scooterists who appreciate the lines

and looks of old-style scooters. They

are now a 15-strong – and growing

– group who meet at various places

around Aberdeenshire for a chat

and rides (which are always posted

on their Facebook page, which can be

found at: www.facebook.com/groups/

AberdeenClassicScooterCollective/

ACSC attend rallies and events throughout the country, meeting-

up and riding with clubs from further aield than Aberdeen. ACSC

is not a club and as such, there are no set rules or fees – and no

pressure to attend everything – so you are free to come and go as

you please. All classic-style scooters welcome.



BEDWORTH SAINTS SC
They say: “Warwickshire’s leading scooter club

– forget the rest, come join the best!”

The club welcomes scooterists, non-

scooterists, or people just looking for a

friendly meet-up and chat. People of all ages

are welcome including children. Meetings are

every third Wednesday night from 7pm at the

Collycroft WMC, Bedworth (in Collycroft).

There are annual summer and winter club

parties with bands and DJs, with proceeds

We’ve had an inlux of scooter club proiles for this issue and rather than
holding them over, we’ve laid on an extra page for you...

GRANITE CITY SC
This scooter club is based in Aberdeen,

Scotland. Membership totals 30 and it has

two pages on Facebook (one for the public,

and the second for detailed info). The club

has been running for number of years; it

was formerly called Aberdeen Outlaws SC,

but had to change its name in 2011 due to

a biker club protesting, so it then became

the GCSC.

The club is active in charity events around

the north east, including the Toys for Kids

Christmas Appeal, March of the Mods for the

Teenage Cancer Trust, Easter egg runs, and

the fundraising for the Sick Children Hospital.

The club holds double barrel events to raise

money. Some of its members DJ at these

events, playing Northern/Ska/Indie; they

also DJ at local clubs for pre-band slots and

Northern Soul nights with Aberdeen Soul Club.

Club members travel to rallies up and down

the country, and like to compete against

being the furthest travelled at some (but

usually get pipped by a scooter club just

north of Aberdeen – Buchan Coasters – this

happened at Millport last year). It does

SCOOTER CLUB PROFILES

going to a selected charity. Rideouts and other

events are organised too. The club has been

in the news many times for its charitable work,

helping the likes of the George Elliot Hospital,

Nuneaton and the Bedworth Armistice

Day Parade fund. The cost of all this fun?

NOTHING! No membership fees.

For info call Steve on 07736 834073 or ind

the club on Facebook (www.facebook.com/

groups/81677513894/).

INBETWEENERS SC
Based in Stoke-on-Trent, this club meets

on the last Thursday of every month at

Burslem Golf Club, Stoke-on-Trent. Entry

is free and soul, Motown and scooter

sounds are played. There are also

Saturday night events every other month.

New scooterists and younger scooterists

are encouraged into the scene and given

help to get them started and keep them

on the road. There are also rideouts

most Sundays – sometimes a couple of

hours, sometimes all day (dependant on

destination). Email giveupwork@ntlworld.

com for more information.

SOULS OF ST GEORGE
Based in the Beehive, New Eltham, SE

London, at the moment the club has

a meeting on the irst Monday of each

month until the weather gets better;

then its fortnightly – the meet kicks-off

around 8pm.

The club is just over a year old and has

around 14 members – a great bunch

of people who all muck-in together.

Facebook ‘Souls of St George Scooter

club’ for more information.

WOULD YOU LIKE YOUR

CLUB PROFILED?

Send pictures and details to

mauspencer@classicscooterist.com

and they will appear in the next

available issue.

weekend countryside runs locally too. The club

is a mixed collection of Vespas, Lambrettas,

autos (MP3 and GTS etc). Some members

have more than one scooter, giving them the

freedom to ride whenever. Some members are

keen on ixing scooters and share advice and

help one another, so everyone can enjoy the

club’s rideouts.

It holds meetings at The Fittie Bar, Aberdeen

(little place, just off the harbour) every second

Monday. Membership annual is £10. The

club rally is into its fourth year at Luthermuir

(30 miles south of Aberdeen); it has bands

on Friday and Saturday nights, including the

DJ from the club. It’s always a good turn-out

numbering around 200.

There is a member who works selling

photos, canvas and prints and who is busy

making the calendar for next year. Most club

members are Aberdeen fans and enjoy taking

games in together. The club also makes

runs with other scooterists in the area (not

everyone wants to be in a club). Aberdeen has

a great following in the scooter scene with

collectives and solo riders.

Email RobCar1969@msn.com for more info.

SCOOTER CLUBS
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On occasions Mortons Media Group, publisher of Classic Scooterist, shares selected information with its sister companies within
the Mortons Group of companies and with other reputable companies, who may contact you about products and services that
may be of interest to you. If you DO NOT wish to have the details given here passed on, please tick this box ❏

READERS’ FREE ADS

READERS’ FREE ADS

Terms and conditions for private advertisers

Upload your free advert today:
www.classicscooterist.com

l private adverts are FREE!
Upload your advert at www.classicscooterist.co.uk

Post the coupon below or fax to 01507 529399

We cannot accept Reader Adverts over the phone

There is no other medium so effective as

Classic Scooterist Free ads – sowhy not

take advantage of them right now? Simply

complete the form below and send it as

soonaspossibleto: ClassicScooteristFree

Ads, PO Box 99, Horncastle, Lincolnshire

LN9 6LZ

It is our policy at Classic Scooterist not

to accept private adverts from traders.

If, whilst looking for a scooter in CS, you

experience a trader advertising as aprivate

seller, please call us on 01507 529529 and

we will take appropriate action.

Advertisements can be accepted on this

form, photocopy, email or internet.

Choose a section
For sale Diary dates

Wanted Other

Clubs Picture enclosed

Make Model Price

Name:............................................................................................................... .........

Address:........................................................................................................ .........

..................................................................................................................................... .........

..................................................................................................................................... .........

Area/County:..................................................................................................

Telephone:........................................................................................................

Email: .....................................................................................................................

Signature: .......................................................................................................

Date: ........................................................................................................................

OFFICE USE ONLY MONTH CODE

I confirm that I am not a dealer

*Not published

1. The advert copy provided by the customer
must be legal, decent, honest and truthful
and comply with the code of the Advertising
Standards Authority (www.asa.org.uk).
Classic Scooterist may amend the advertisement
to ensure compliance with
these requirements.
2. Classic Scooterist is not able to verify the

truthfulness of any statements made by a
customer in the advert copy. Accordingly, the
customer will be responsible for any losses,
expenses or other costs incurred by Classic
Scooterist which are caused by an untrue
statement made deliberately.
3. In order to meet its production and other
editorial requirements, Classic Scooterist

reserves the right to re-classify, edit the copy or
alter the size or colouring of any advert.
4. Photo adverts are only available in the
Readers’ Free ads section. We are happy to
accept reader adverts for parts and spares, but
these may appear without photographs.
5. Whilst every effort is made to include your
free advert correctly, due to the large volume

of adverts we receive, we are unable to take
telephone calls should an error occur. You are
welcome to resubmit your corrected advert for
inclusion in the next available issue.
6. We can only accept one photograph
per coupon.
7. Please enclose a stamped address envelope if
you would like your photograph to be returned.

If you are a trader, give our

advertising department a

call on 01507 524004 for our

latest display ad rates.



READERS’ FREE ADS
Upload your free advert today:

www.classicscooterist.com

VESPA PX200E
Electric start. Reg Aug 1995. One

owner. MOT July 2016. 9625

miles. First-class machine good

condition. Age & health reluctantly

forcing sale. £1,700. Phone 0118

9571371. Reading.

LAMBRETTA LI 125 S3
1964, 12v conversion. No rust.

Recently overhauled, serviced and

MOT’d till Feb 2017. Front/rear

chrome carriers, front screen, grey

loor mat and chrome front. £3200.

Phone 07970 547515. Sidcup.

VESPA T5
Millennium 125. 1999. Many extras.

New MOT, 5500 miles. Excellent

runner, must be seen. Personal

plate ‘V66 MOD’. Whitewall tyres.

£3550. Tel 07912 163885. Bath.

TV 200
Fully restored with original 1960s

parts. Original engine casing

matching serial numbers. 5 miles

since rebuild. Original logbook etc.

£7500, non-negotiable. Cash on

collection. Phone 07835 283995

DOUGLAS VESPA
150 Super. Fully restored. MOT.

Original UK registered. New

seat, headlight and tyres, original

engine. 11000 miles from new.

£3000. Phone 07896 026407.

Bristol.

LAMBRETTA LI 150
Special. MOT July 2016. New

GP 200 engine. Everything else I

can ind in the garage to go with

the scooter will be given to the

buyer. £6275. Call 07775 781436.

Gosport.

VESPA GTS 300
Super. Up-to-date maintenance,

genuine lyscreen and backbox.

The bike also has a built in

immobiliser security system. 2 set

of keys£2795. Tel. 07933 488539.

Salford.

LAMBRETTA LI 125
186 Mugello kit, 28mm carb,

front disc brake, front dampers.

MOT April 2016. Needs a little

TLC to make this a perfect spring

rallyer. £2700. Tel 07557 505913.

Basingstoke.

VESPA 300 GTS
Super. Red, good condition, 1

previous owner, 16k miles, FSH,

MOT end of Feb. Genuine topbox

with backrest pad. £1899. Call

07852 737008. Benleet.

LAMBRETTA DL 125
1970. Original resto by Howard

Chambers. Runs and starts well.

All original 6-volt with points.

Local show winner. Matching

and correct numbers. £3600. Call

01837 851242. Devon.

VESPA 150
Super. 1977, low mileage. 6 months

MOT. Few extras such as front rack,

back rack, two spare wheels, Florida

bars. £2750. Call 07966 526705.

Cardiff.

LOOKALIKE SX200
200 Stage 4 engine, new carb, air

ilters, front hydraulic disc brake and

rear shoes. 12v electronics, chrome

tubeless wheels and new tyres. Covola

seat cover. MOT. £5250. Phone 07768

124471. Clacton on Sea.

Since June 2015, paper counterpart driving licences have no longer been issued in the UK. The
photo card driving licence used since 1998 is still valid, as are paper driving licences issued
before the photo card was introduced. But all records of points and penalties will be kept online,
rather than on paper, hence no need for the paper counterpart.
As the paper counterpart is no longer used, you now have to share your licence online with
anyone who needs to check it. Go to the DVLA website (www.gov.uk/view-driving-licence) where
you can view your driving record, check any penalty points or disqualiications you have, or create
a licence ‘check code’ to share your driving record with someone. In order to access the system
you need your driving licence number, your National Insurance number, and the postcode on your
driving licence.

DON’T FORGET ABOUT THE NEW LICENCE

PAPERWORK SYSTEM
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Medway Scooters Ltd
Phone/Fax 01634 719320

• Lambretta • Vespa • Sales • Imports • Resprays
• Restorations • Panel Repairs • Full mechanical workshops

STUCK WITH YOUR LAMBRETTA REBUILD GIVE US A CALL - WE’LL SEE WHAT WE CAN DO

Accident damage and all insurance repairs undertaken.

Specialist Repairers & Restorers

CHURCH PATH, OFF NORTH ST., STROOD, KENT ME2 4SG

www.medwayscooters.co.uk
alanloo@hotmail.co.uk

Classic &

(Est. 1962)

Motor Scooter
and Motorcycle
MoTTesting



READERS’ FREE ADS
Upload your free advert today:

www.classicscooterist.com

FOR SALE

RALEIGH ROMA.

Model RS2, 1962.

Original British motor

scooter. V5, manuals

and handbook included.

Dry stored for many

years and will need re-

commissioning. Can be

viewed running. White,

good condition, very

rare 80cc scooter, built

in Nottingham under

licence from Italian

manufacturer Bianchi.

£1600. Tel 07757

398764. Hants.

VESPA PX125. 210

Malossi, SIP runners,

dropped handlebars.

Graphite grey with

wrapped panels and

headset ‘Vespa’s don’t

get old... They just get

quicker’. Could deliver,

depending on location,

for a fee. £2500, open

to offers. Tel 07527

484280. Grays, Essex

SOMETHING TO

SELL? Why not email

it to us at freeads@

scooteristscene.com

with your advert and it

will appear in the next

available edition.

LAMBRETTA J50

Deluxe. Italian import.

Comes with Nova and

dating certiicate. 1968.

Complete, engine turns

over with spark. Original

colour is still under the

paint (blue). Easy resto.

£749 or swaps. Can

be delivered anywhere

in UK. Looking for

Vespa V90? Ring 01664

668749. Leics.

PX125 Vespa. Just

MOT’d. Scooter starts,

runs and rides well with

a nice gear change and

smooth brakes. A few

tasteful extras have

been added. £1895. Call

07400 506040 or 07833

961524. March.

PIAGGIO VESPA 50.

Excellent condition,

hardly used, red, 48cc.

14,077 mileage. Few

scratches. Pictures

available. Speedometer

not working. First

registration 2010. £750.

Ring 07540 498499.

Watford.

VESPA PX125. 2007.

Good little runner,

very reliable and used

regularly. Midnight blue

with cream. Electric

start, rear rack, in good

condition. MOT May

2016, V5 present. Priced

to sell as room needed

in garage. £1450. Tel

07890 888818. Lancing.

PX125. All new chrome

GS lookalike. Polini 180

kit itted. Quick clean

scooter, runs spot-on.

Gunmetal grey. All round

excellent scooter, irst to

see will buy. Goes great

and a really smooth

ride. Air horns itted

and sat nav socket.

Would do a PX/Lammie

swop. £2300. Tel 07533

625891. Worcs.

CLASSICSCOOTERIST

is always on the lookout

for magazine articles

and historical pictures

from the past. If you

have something to

share with our readers,

please contact Mau

by phoning 01507

529408, or by emailing

him at mauspencer@

classicscooterist.com

GTS 300 VESPA.

Metallic blue, October

2015, 1100 miles, one

owner, immaculate, 18

month warranty left,

fully serviced. £3250.

Call 07979 726586.

Maidstone.

GP LAMBRETTA.

Reg as 125. Ochre.

Recent restoration.

Professionally rebuilt 186

engine. New stand cross

member and stand.

Done by Rayspeed. New

seat, tyres, wiring loom,

cables, front/rear lights.

Front hub rebuilt, new

wheel bearings. £2500.

Tel 07585 425122. East

Yorkshire.

1996 VESPA PX200

Electronic. MOT till April

2016. Vgc, standard

engine, reliable smooth

runner. £2300. Tel 07565

705711. Rugely.

VESPA PX125. 180cc

Polini conversion,

ported engine casings,

28mm Dell’Orto carb,

Taffspeed Goldseal

exhaust. Paintwork

by Splat designs (red,

white and blue). Engine

casings, forks and

wheel hubs powder

coated. Front/rear

upgraded shocks, Front

brake disc conversion,

Michelin S1 tyres, new

seals/bearings itted.

Yankee Giuliari seat,

stereo console, with

speedboat speakers,

chrome backrest.

Recent service and tune.

£1895 ono. Email gary.

thompson18@gmai l .

com in Kent.

DO YOU HAVE A

QUESTION? Can

we help you ind the

answer? It doesn’t

necessarily have to be

a technical question

and can be about any

scooter-related subject.

We might not be able

to answer your question

ourselves, but if we

can’t, there’s probably

someone out there who

can. Email scooterguru@

scooteristscene.com

with your questions, but

don’t expect an instant

answer – sometimes

these things take time.

CLASSICSCOOTERIST

FACEBOOK PAGE: To

link to our Facebook

page, go online and visit

www.facebook.com/

ScooteristScene

P2. 2013; made by

MSC, on V5 as PX200.

In excellent condition,

dark blue, only 1200

miles, receipt for nearly

£5000 when new. £2750.

Phone 07954 160140.

Perth.

SX150 LAMBRETTA.

Late model with clip-

on panels. Starts and

runs OK. Been running

it for last 12 months,

V5 in my name, photos

on request. £3500. Also

looking for a TV200.

Ring 07976 723877.

Cresswell.

SCOOTER CLUBS

FROM THE 50s, 60s,

70s, 80s & 90s. Do you

have any pictures or

information about your

club from this era? If so,

then Scooterist Scene

would like to hear from

you. Please contact

Mau at mauspencer@

classicscooterist.com or

ring 01507 529408.

VEGA 75S Lambretta.

Beautifully restored

and original. Casa alloy

barrel, Varitronic ignition.

Metallic Silver. £3500.

Phone 01452 731776.

Gloucester.

REMEMBER YOUR

TABLETS: A digital

version of Classic

Scooterist can be

purchased for iPad,

Android, and computer

viewing… simply visit

http://bit.ly/CSStablet

GT200 VESPA. MOT

April 16. Cracking

scooter, great runner.

£1000. Phone 07814

192014. Portsmouth.

PARTS &

ACCESSORIES

SINGLE SEATS for

Lambretta. Removed

from my Series 2.

Ex condition, white

with blue piping and

word ‘Lambretta’

professionally sewn-

in. £125. Call 07702

368137. Rotherham.

ACCESSORIES: All GP.

Front rack £50. Front

crash bars £50. Cuppini

backrest £40. 2-in-1 rear

rack £70. Chrome spare

wheel, plus tyre and

tube £40. Phone 01264

354863. Andover.

REMEMBER YOUR

TABLETS: A digital

version of Classic

Scooterist can be

purchased for iPad,

Android, and computer

viewing… simply visit

http://bit.ly/CSStablet

SERIES 2 PARTS:

Legshields £100. Rear

runners £30. Complete

front hub £25. Front

mudguard protector in

chrome £15. Rear rack

£25. Frame may be

available. Will split or

sell as a lot. Tel 07702

368137. Rotherham.

GP SEAT for Lambretta.

The only reason for

selling is because I

wanted a red seat

instead of a black one.

The seat is in perfect

condition. £60. Tel

01264 354863. Andover.

MISC

NUMBER PLATE

reading P200E for sale.

£3000. For details

contact Christian on

01582 967777.

PERSONAL

CONTACTS WANTED.

I live in Malta and I’m

a Lambretta mechanic

who would like to hear

from anybody with a

Lambretta – even clubs

too. My phone numbers

are 356 21689035

(home) or 356 99893708

(mobile). Alternatively,

you can write to me:

Tony Spiteri, 12 Alpen

Rose, Dun Gest Muscat

St, Zurrier, Malta.

WANTED

QUALITY custom or

restoration S1/S2/S3/

GP wanted. Custom

tuned engine (TS1,

Monza, RB, Imola, etc).

Custom or high end SX/

TV, etc. Cash waiting

for right scooter. Phone

07555 972856. Teeside.

VESPA PX200 wanted.

Preferably late MY

model. Call 07968

728822. Notts.

CLASSICSCOOTERIST

is always on the lookout

for magazine articles

and historical pictures

from the past. If you

have something to

share with our readers,

please contact Mau on

01507 529408, or email

him at mauspencer@

classicscooterist.com

LAMBRETTAWANTED.

Fully restored with a high

spec well-sorted tuned

engine (RB, TS1, BGM,

Casa, Mugello, Imola).

Anything considered,

but must be nice, or a

bit special. Up to £5000

cash available. Phone

07968 728822. Notts.

0800 458 2613

Classic Scooter

insurance

Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd
is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority.
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BLAST FROM THE PAST

s a

la

m a d gloom

ded in t

ois

o

-

t fe l

ey o’d

rou e 1952 and

who a ally been stron

link Vespa Clu

n. Other scoo akes

appearing arket saw the

club a odate all makes

y 1961 the club had 161

bers. Interesting to see that

e had so many members

out on club runs they spilt the

club into three groups – slow, fast

and learners – with them setting-

off at 15 minute intervals. By

1967 the club had shrunk to 50

mem e s ho h d the luxury of a

rent-free clubhouse.

J hn Thorpe provided an

e t ning write-up on his

orable journeys, with the

eing on a metallic green

retta in 1950. But the

b etta was just the start for

as he rode over 500

n chines and fondly

98c James

ll, his

Os , h

n as a te

e this was

n’t had

r a

s on scoote

a obil and t i.

Alongside cles on

the L G l Rally at

orwi lated as it wasn’t

t enue of Southend

e International Rally), an

article on the weather and what

to watch out for when riding (take

note of point two – “if you’re

riding fast, beware of wet roads

and bald tyres”), a quiz called

Fact or Fiction (question four is

good – fuel consumption rises

in proportion to road speed, fact

or fallacy?), an article on two

wheels providing the answer, one

on maps, another on preparing

for winter, an engine strip on

the Vespa, Club News and to

round it all of , the usual adverts

for events and machines –

Humphreys seemed to have an

advert in various scooter sections

– Lambretta, NSU and Vespa.

The reason Scooter & Three

Wheeler ceased to exist wasn’t

that there weren’t any scooter

riders to buy the magazine (a

point proved by Scooter World,

which survived until mid-1973),

but because it had ceased to be

an economic proposition. Shame;

it was a great magazine and still

ins a good read if you can get

your any copies.

Gill Beecham
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